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INTRODUCTION 

Local history no longer belongs exclusively to the historian and in recent years it has benefited 
from contributions offered by specialists in a wide variety of associated disciplines. The oral tradition, 
genealogy, and place-name studies, to name but a few, have all opened up new avenues of enquiry and 
brought fresh light to bear on old problems. The number of active enthusiasts has never been greater. 

'Old West Riding' has developed partly out of this new enthusiasm and partly in response to it. It 
is not a commercial enterprise but has two main aims; to act as a publishing outlet for amateur and 
professional alike and to ensure that new and interesting research material reaches a wider audience. 

The idea of the magazine was conceived by a number of local historians each with his or her own 
area and subject interests. Inevitably therefore, the first issue reflects these interests. It is, however, 
hoped that in subsequent issues we shall be able to increase both the number of contributors and the 
range of topics. Several of the articles included here, for example, have been offered by people who 
have had to be persuaded that their research findings are of general interest. We hope that others, 
eventual readers included, will follow their example, and offer us their contributions. 

Curiously, one of our major problems has been to decide on a suitable title for the magazine. We 
have no wish to define too narrowly the geographic area it caters for, nor to limit contributions to 
purely historical matters. Nor is it our intention simply to wax nostalgic about the old West Riding or 
to romanticise it. It would be more accurate to say that we are interested in the community to which 
we belong, its future as well as its past and that this interest embraces topics such as speech and 
customs, landscape and buildings, anything in fact which illuminates the growth of that community 
and its continuing development. We hope that 'Old West Riding' will serve both to give expression to 
that interest and also to stimulate and sustain it in others. 

On the practical level our intentions can be quite simply stated. We plan initially to publish the 
magazine twice a year, in Spring and in Autumn, and hope to sell enough copies to cover expenses. 
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WEST RIDING EMIGRANTS 1843 

George Redmonds 

In the year 1843 Miles Scafe of Kirkburton and his son Joseph boarded a sailing vessel at 
Liverpool and left for a new life in America. They landed at New York some six weeks later, having 
travelled by steerage, preparing their own meals. On arriving, they journeyed up the Hudson to a town 
opposite West Point and there Miles got a job as a weaver. Joseph is said to have taken up other kinds 
of work but it is not known exactly what he did in these first months. 

Miles Scafe (1806-68) 
Miles Scafe was the fourth child born to Thomas and Elizabeth Scafe of Thomcliffe, an ancient 

hamlet just outside Kirkburton. The family had been settled there for some generations, having moved 
from Flockton in the next parish probably early in the 18th century. The earliest identifiable ancestor 
of Miles is John Scafe, who in 1688 married Elizabeth Woods. Two of John's nine children were called 
Miles and Joseph. 

We know that Miles's family was a large one. He had seven brothers and one sister, and we also 
know that he was an illiterate weaver, almost certainly working a handloom. On different occasions he 
was described as weaver, fancy weaver and even cordwainer. Perhaps, therefore, like many of his con
temporaries he had more than one skill to take with him to the New World. The problem for Miles 
was that his skills were commonplace ones for which there was too little demand. Work was scarce, 
bread was expensive and there seemed little hope of political or social reform. The army and emigration 
were the classic escape routes locally, and the Scafe family tradition is that Miles's brother John took 
the first of these. Brother 'Jack', it is said, was assigned to coastal defences at Dover. He was part of a 
crew in charge of a large battery of guns on one of which was engraved: 

''Load me well and keep me clean 
And I'll send a ball to Calais Green." 

There is another local story which seems to refer to the same man. In the parish registers we read 
that "on 7 April, 1836 John Armitage died by violent hands. A verdict of manslaughter was brought 
against John Scaif and that this man's remorse was genuine may be gathered from the fact that he was 
often obsetved in the dusk of the evening, kneeling by the grave of the man he had sent so suddenly to 
his account. In John Scaif s last illness he entreated to be buried elsewhere and not in Kirkburton 
churchyard." 

One interesting detail in Miles's history concerns the exact date of his birth. According to 
American sources he was born 15 February, 1804, but in Kirkburton parish registers the year is clearly 
1806. Normally one would assume that there had simply been an error made by someone - but a 
further detail suggests that Miles may actually have claimed to be born in 1804. In February 1826 he 
married Martha Kaye of Greenside. Again the parish registers give the birth date as 1806, this time 
15 January. However, Martha died in September 183 2 and her age was given as 28 - suggesting that 
she also was born in 1804. 

Perhaps the explanation lies in the date of the marriage. Harriet, their first child was in fact born 
only two months after it had taken place, when the young couple were both 12 months short .. of being 
21. As the American information gives the year in which the marriage took place as 1825, it is possible 
that Miles and Martha had, even in Kirkburton, laid claim to being older than they were. 

On the surface Miles's family in Kirkburton does not seem to have been a particularly close-knit 
one. Harriet did not go with him to America and the third child George also remained behind, living, 
according to tradition, with the Walkers at Pocklington in East Yorkshire. It may be, however, that the 
disruption was forced on the family by social and economic circumstances. Because of Martha's death 
shortly after George was born, Miles was a widower with three young children, and unfortunately we 
have no real idea of how he coped in the ten or so years before he emigrated. 

What we do know is that Harriet's daughters and George all eventually followed Miles and Joseph 
to America. It was in c.1887 that Emma and Louise moved directly to the Scafe home in Wisconsin, 
the latter with her husband Fred Chatterton, so clearly some family links had been maintained even 
over a period of 40 years. George had already moved in the l 850's to Canada where, it is known, he 
was visited by his brother Joseph on at least one occasion. 

When Miles and Joseph first arrived in America they settled in New York State but in the latter 
part of 1847 or early 1848 Miles married for a second time. His new wife Nancy Wild Dawson came 
originally from Lancashire and was a widow with one son. Shortly afterwards the couple moved to 
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Wisconsin and had a further three sons, Alfred ( 1848), Andrew ( 1850) and Charles ( 1853). Andrew 
was named after Miles's younger brother who had remained in England. Miles died in Wisconsin in 
1868. The three Scafes born in America all had large families whose descendants today are still in 
contact with one another and with the descendants of Joseph Scafe. 

Joseph Scafe (1829-1902) 
As a young boy in Kirkburton in the 1830s and 1840s Joseph Scaf e's expectations of life must 

have been, in many ways, very limited. His father's decision to emigrate and take 14 year old Joseph 
with him opened up possibilities for the boy which he could hardly have dreamed of. Miles had the 
courage to forsake everything and everybody he knew in Yorkshire, but once they arrived in America 
it was Joseph who became the pioneer. 

His story is probably best told by his son Charles who, before he died in 1952, wrote down much 
of what he had heard from Joseph as a young man in the 1880s and 1890s. It was a deliberate attempt 
to preserve for Joseph's grandchildren, still alive now, a link with the emigrants of 1843. 

It is from Charles that we learn that Joseph had learnt to weave in Kirkburton, had emigrated in 
1843 and moved to Wisconsin in c. 1848. Up to this time, when he was still no more than 18 or 19 most 
of his decisions had been made for him. In 1850 he took the threads of his life into his own hands. 
Gold had been discovered in California the previous year and Joseph (in the words of his son) ''joined 
a caravan and went overland to California in search of riches ... he crossed the Mo River at Council(?) 
Bluff, Iowa. After crossing the Missouri and travelling up the Platte River Valley to Ft. Laramie, 
Wyoming with not a white settler between these points. Scattered Indians and many Buffalos. They 
would kill some buffalo and dry the meat in the dry atmosphere. They cooked with Buffalo chips. 
From Ft. Laramie they journeyed to Salt Lake City seeing no white settlement between ... This 
caravan had left Wisconsin in the very early spring. When they reached the mountains between Nevada 
and California Winter had set in and all the mountains were full of snow .. This snow in the mountains 
filled the passes and it was necessary to work down south a long way to get through. Father Scafe and 
two other men were impatient to reach the gold fields, shouldered their packs and made their way 
through the snow filled mountains on foot. They reached the gold fields months before the others did. 
They panned gold from the feather river and its small tributaries ... After a time Father decided to 
return home, went to San Francisco and took a boat ... the overland traffic was all one way East to 
West. No West to East. 

This boat was loaded with miners returning to the east. They landed at a point on the west coast 
of Nicaragua, walked across that swampy mountainous, insect-ridden country filled with Indians 
(hostile), caught another vessel on the east coast and went to New York by way of Havana, Cuba. 
Thence back to Wisconsin." 

These words of Charles Scafe simplify a story he must have heard several times from his father, 
and are to a certain extent very factual and impersonal. Once he had finished reporting his father's 
story, however, he permitted himself one or two observations which are interesting in themselves, as 
well as for the further light they throw on Joseph. He wrote, "Miles Scafe was a weaver by trade. 
Before him his father was a weaver. No doubt his grandfather was. My father learned weaving. If they 
had never bucked up and came to America I would probable been a weaver." Later he wrote "When 
Father Joseph Scafe at 21 years of age broke from home in Wisconsin to brave the dangers of an over
land trip to California in 1850 took a barren of courage. It was a hazardous undertaking. Only two 
places beyond the Missouri river where he could possibly make any purchases. And I will warrent you 
his purchases were very few." 

However, perhaps the most revealing details of all, those which bring to life the gold prospector 
of 1850 and his Yorkshire background, occur almost as an afterthought. Charles Scafe, in his account, 
apologises for its shortcomings and excuses himself saying, "One should not be expected to write the 
family history in one short afternoon. At least I hope you can read it. I have much more. For instance 
... My father when I first knew him weighed about 185 lbs. He had light hair and a sandy Beard. He 
was probable nearly 6 ft. tall. He always maintained the English habit of leaving the 'H' off where it 
should be and putting it on where it should not be, 
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Yours truly, 
Charles E. 



This is not the story of Joseph Scafe's life, of course. It is the story of what he probably con
sidered to be the highlight of his life. He may have done other fascinating things which by his own 
standards were not worth the telling. We know, for instance, that he travelled north to Canada in the 
l 850s to see George Scafe. That in itself may well have been an adventure sufficient for most people. 
It certainly shows a determination to keep in touch with his family and his past and there is something 
satisfying in the thought that his grandchildren arrived in Kirkburton in 197 5 to look at his birthplace, 
to examine the Scafe tombs in the churchyard and to have tea with Scaifes in the village who shared 
the same ancestors. 

This account is based largely on genealogical work done for the American descendants of Miles Scafe, 
and includes extracts from their private correspondence. 
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THE DEATH OF THOMAS FROGGETT 

G. M. Briscoe 
When I acquired the birth certificate of my husband's great-grandfather, William Froggett, born 

23 March, 1856, I found his father's name given as Thomas Froggett (deceased), occupation coal 
miner. This meant that his father Thomas had died in the nine months preceding the birth. The 
Froggetts lived at Westgate Common, Alverthorpe and a search of the Alverthorpe parish registers 
revealed the burial on August 2nd, 1855 of Thomas Froggett, coal miner age 31 years. I then went to 
Wakefield Register Office with the aim of acquiring the death certificate, as he was so young, and no 
further details were given in the register at Alverthorpe. 

A death is recorded in the district in which it took place. In this case I expected Alverthorpe to 
be the place, but it was not. A search of the other Wakefield sub-districts revealed that Thomas had 
died following a fall down a mine-shaft at Grove Colliery, Stanley, and the informant was the Coroner. 

This meant that there must have been an inquest, with the possibility of a report in the local 
paper. I finally located this in the Wakefield Express of August 4th, 1855. The report which provides 
detailed and interesting information about the circumstances of Thomas Froggett's death could so 
easily have been overlooked. 

"Colliery Accident at Stanley. 
On Tuesday last T. Taylor Esq. held an inquest at the Wellington Inn, Alverthorpe, on the body 
of Thomas Froggett. John Haigh of Alverthorpe, coal-miner deposed as follows:- Deceased and 
Solomon Aveyard took the sinking of a new shaft for Mr. Benjamin Burnley, at Grove Colliery 
in Stanley-cum-Wrenthorpe. I have been working under them for about a month. Deceased went 
down on a cradle to put two wooden stays in the shaft. He fastened one stay and I and Charles 
Brooke, the banksman raised him 7 or 8 yards. I then let down to him a piece of wood to the side, 
the rope at one end of the cradle broke, and deceased who was sitting astride, immediately slipped 
off and fell to the bottom of the shaft. I and Mr. Pickard, mason were looking down the pit. The 
shaft is 33 yards deep, and deceased fell between 17 and 18 yards. The cradle has lately been in 
constant use. I went down the shaft immediately, and found deceased lying at the bottom. He 
died in less than five minutes afterwards. His head and left ankle were fractured. He was 31 years 
old, and a coal miner. Charles Brook, of Newton deposed that he went to work with deceased 
that morning at 6 o'clock. John Haigh put on the cradle and deceased had been in about half-an
hour when the rope broke. The cradle was brought this forenoon from the cabin door. Witness 
went into the gin rail and let deceased down. The clip on which the rope is hung is round. 
Edward Longley of Newton-lane-end, blacksmith, deposed that about two months ago he put 
two new ropes on the cradle. He fetched them out of the engine house. C. Morton, Esq., Govern
ment Inspector of Mines, was present at the inquest. Verdict - Accidentally Killed. Mr. Morton 
had previously examined the cradle and the ropes and at his desire they were exhibited before the 
jury; and it was obvious, even to the inexperienced eye, that the ropes were completely rotten, 
and quite unfit for the purpose to which they had been applied. He animadverted on the 
impropriety of colliery agents risking the lives of workmen by the use of such defective materials, 
and suggested that short iron chains would be safer and more durable than hempen ropes for sus
pending cradles, or scaffolds in pits. He also urged the necessity of a careful examination every 
morning, by the banksman of the ropes, chains, and other implements employed in raising or 
lowering the miners." 

Inquest report - "Wakefield Express" 4.8.1855 

There is nothing on Thomas's death certificate to connect him directly with my Froggetts. Had it 
not been for the fact that he produced a son at just that time I might never have found it, or the entry 
in the burial register. 

A sad footnote is the fact that Thomas left three children under the age of five as well as the yet 
unborn William. 
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RINGING ADAM BELLS - A YORKSHIRE GAME DISCOVERED 

Jennifer Stead 

In 1977 I began to transcribe and edit an old diary which I had found a few years previously in a 
Huddersfield junk shop. It was the last diary of John Swift, a clothier turned quack doctor who lived 
all his life in the Holme Valley, south of Huddersfield. Among the leaves of his diary were several 
letters to his daughter, and one of these, dated 6th January 1844, describes in the greatest detail her 
brother Tom's wedding. Tom had made a splendid match with Emily Learoyd, the youngest daughter 
of a wealthy Huddersfield millowner. After the wedding in Queen Street Chapel, John Swift took a 
glass of wine at Learoyd's before returning to his wife who had remained at their cottage home at 
Newsome. He writes to his daughter: 

Mother was at home, I ordered Mother to call in the neighbours and make them a 
good breakfast and fine Spree they had. Nancy Riet [Wright], Nany Vickerman 
and George Crossley wife danced a Reel then Nanny Crossley and Nancy Reet 
rung Adam Bells ... they were in the parlour when they begun to Make Merry 
and some of them were allmost tipsey, no Men intermixed or anoied them . .. 

(Italics mine) 
For long enough I could find neither documentary nor oral explanation for 'rang Adam Bells' and 
even experts could not help me ( 1 ). Hand bells were sometimes rung at weddings, but in this context 
that did not seem likely. Finally I put an enquiry in the Huddersfield Examiner, which was answered 
by Mr. George Taylor of Holmfirth, a retired millworker, a dialect poet and dramatist (2). 'Ringing 
Adam Bells', he said, was a naughty game still played in the 1880s at Laikin Neets [playing nights] in 
the Holme Valley: 

These Laikin Neets were held in turn at the homes of those who lived in these 
scattered hamlets in the valley. By the dim light of tallow candles, the evenings 
were spent in song and dance and in a variety of games that grew more boisterous 
as the strong ale, brought in long cans by the children from the village inn, went 
the way all good ale should go. 

When sufficient ale had been consumed, the youngsters were locked out of the house while the grown
ups played their secret game. It was on one of these occasions that George Taylor's grandfather, then a 
lad, peeped through a tear in the paper window blind and witnessed the following: 

The men and women were seated in two circles on the floor, facing each other, 
the inner circle men, the outer circle women. The fiddler was in the centre playing 
a lively tune as the women sang: 

Ring in th'owd Adam Bells 
Kitlins i' t'clough 
Who can see my bare arse? 

Whereupon the women all fell backwards and threw their skirts over their heads 
and the men finished the verse with: 

Me, fair enough! 
My grandfather never told me what followed and this rnust be left to the imagination. 

Mr. Taylor's grandfather remembered the tune, which goes like this: 

Here was a mystery. In the 1880's the game was played in secret and with its original erotic 
intent, yet in 1844 it was played in public exclusively by women, presumably in a more decorous 
version, at a wedding celebration. This seems to be another example of the co-existence of crude and 
socially acceptable versions of the same game, as in Hot Cockles (3). Might not Adam Bells have been 
at one time a crude wedding game in which th'Owd Adam was emphasised, and amazingly was still 
acceptable at weddings, partly out of custom, partly out of superstition, and partly out of enjoyment? 
Certainly it is true that rude and rough betrothal and wedding customs tended to survive in remote 
hilly country, in Wales and the north of England ( 4 ). Even the pious did not usually complain about 
the very bad drunkenness and indecent songs at weddings (5). 
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The influence of Methodism and the beginnings of 'Victorian' manners may have just begun to 
affect the Newsome version, since John Swift specifically mentions 'no Men intermixed or anoied 
them' which implies that was not usually the case. It is recorded that men and manners in the villages 
around Huddersfield were notoriously rough, and Mrs. Jagger of Honley ( 6) mentions that many rough 
and often indecent pranks were practised on bride and groom on their return home from church. 
Indeed it was common for bride and groom to creep stealthily to Almondbury church by different 
routes in their weaving and working aprons to escape notice and to return home in the same secret 
manner. 

Sexual mores were lax. Examination of parish registers shows that the incidence of pre-marital 
sex and illegitimacy had always been high, many couples getting married only when the girl became 
pregnant (although no shame attached to this). The problem worsened during the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries (7) when attempts were made by local philanthropists to encourage chastity; (my 
own great-grandmother was one of those who received the Maid's Portion of the Nettleton Charity 
when she proved she had been married a full nine months without producing a child.) 

Of course, ignorance, coarseness and brutality were widespread until well into the nineteenth 
century. However, the special roughness of the people of the Holme Valley (and Colne Valley) may be 
attributed to their long isolation from civilising influences. Huddersfield and its moorland hamlets to 
the south and west were long cut off from main routes of communication, and many visitors were 
shocked by the fierce and brutal inhabitants, who were suspicious of strangers, and resistant to any 
kind of change. John Wesley wrote 9 June 1757: 

I rode over the mountains to Huddersfield. A wilder people I never saw in 
England. The men, women and children filled the streets and seemed just ready to 
devour us. 

In April two years later he wrote: 
Preached near Huddersfield to the wildest congregation I have seen in Yorkshire. 

John Pawson, a Birstall Methodist, in 1765 began preaching again in 'the mountains' above 
Huddersfield, 'where the people in general are little better than heathens, ignorant and wicked to a 
degree'. Honley men were nicknamed 'bulldogs' because they were so often violent and drunk. They 
practised bull-baiting, dog-fighting, cock-fighting, shin-poising and stoning and sodding of strangers. In 
1805 a vigilante group had to be set up in Honley, to combat drunkenness and disorder. Forty years 
later they were no better. A writer in the Leeds Mercury January 11 th 1845, in a plea for a mechanics' 
institute at Honley, describes the working classes there as more than ordinarily debauched, the drunk 
and disorderly did a great deal of damage at night, and 'vice and immorality prevail to a great degree'. 

The isolation of the Huddersfield hamlets is also illustrated in the fact that after the 
Reformation, Roman Catholics continued to practice their religion openly without hindrance, 
Catholic images and objects of worship being kept on display over the fireplace. Throughout the 
Commonwealth, when so many wakes and feasts were prohibited, Honley people continued their 
Feast (8). The long survival of the Huddersfield dialects in their pure forms is also proof of that area's 
isolation until this century (9). 

In such a climate it seems not impossible that a primitive game should survive, and that it may 
have been a unique survival of an ancient ritual. 

The only other comparable English game where the action is that of throwing the heels over the 
head is Moulding Cocklety Bread which was still being played in several areas of England in the 
nineteenth century. 'Hoydenish girls' played it in Sheffield: 

It consists in sitting on the ground, raising the knees and clasping them with the 
hands, and then using an undulatory motion as if they were kneading dough, 
accompanying the motion with a chant ... 

My granny is sick and now is dead, 
And we'll go mould some cocklety-bread; 
Up with the heels and down with the head, 
And that is the way to make coc klety-bread. ( 10) 

The Leeds version, a street rhyme once heard in Mabgate by Samuel Dyer goes: 
My owd grandmother, she is dead, 
She teach'd me to mak cocklety bread. ( 11 ). 
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In north and east Yorkshire, the girl playing cocklety bread is swung back and forth, or bumped, in a 
squatting position, by two others. In west Yorkshire and north Lincolnshire the children turn head 
over heels after repeating the third line, and in Cornwall, the phrase to make cockle-bread meant to 
turn head over heels on a bed ( 12). John Aubrey in 1686 describes cocklebread thus: 

Young wenches have a wanton sport, which they call moulding of cocklebread; 
viz, they gett upon a Tableboard, and then gather up their knees and their coates 
with their hands as high as they can and then they wabble to and fro with their 
Buttocks as if the(y) were kneading of Dowgh with their A - - -

Aubrey gives two versions of the rhyme and continues: 
I did imagine nothing to have been in this but meer Wantonnesse of Youth -
rigidas prurigine vulvae. J uven. Sat. 6 ( 129). But I find in Burchard us, in his 
Method us Confitendi on the VII Commandement, one of ye articles of inter
rogating a young woman is, if she did ever subigere panem clunibus [knead bread 
with her buttocks] and then bake it, and give it to one that she loved to eate: 
ut in majorem modum exardesceret amor? [in order to increase his ardour]. So 
here I find it to be a relique of Natural! Magick, an unlawful! Philtrum ( 13). 

Patricia Crowther, the Sheffield high priestess of the Old Religion, has told me that moulding cocklety 
bread was indeed a powerful charm and would have worked. The heels-over-the-head posture is one 
that is found in witchcraft. ( 14) It is the posture of the world of creation in Egyptian mythology (see 
illustration). In Indian yoga it is the plough position, which among other benefits, relieves aching 
backs and shoulders. Would it be too outrageous to suggest that the spinsters and weavers of the 
Holme Valley rang Adam Bells for so long partly because they enjoyed its therapeutic value? 

-... ' 
. 
C .-~::~t~ff: ~ 

IJt!~ ~ ....,_ ____ -111 

_____ ij 

The Egyptian Sky Goddess Nut dominates the World of Creation, 
ordering and creating all things. 
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A game with the same movement was recorded in New York in 1883, a girls' game called Humpty 
Dumpty: 

This game is for girls only. All present sit in a circle, then each girl gathers her 
skirts tightly, so as to enclose her feet. The leader begins some rhyme; all join in, 
and at a word previously agreed on, keeping the skirt tightly grasped, throw 
themselves over backward. The object now is to recover the former position 
without letting go of the skirt. ( 15) 

Since the girls sit in a ring, this game is more likely to be related to Ringing Adam Bells than to 
Moulding Cocklety Bread. The latter was an aphrodisiacal charm perpetrated usually by one person, 
whereas the former was a group ritual, perhaps once considered vital for the fertility and continuance 
of the tribe. Ring games in general are a survival among children of ancient tribal marriage and fertility 
customs ( 16). Other games played until the end of the nineteenth century at Holme Valley Laikin 
Neets and feasts were similarly associated with match-making and fertility (see forthcoming article on 
'Merry Nights'). 

Although the action of Ringing Adam Bells may be ancient, the words clearly are not. What 
immediately springs to mind is the north country narrative of Adam Bell, Clym o' the Clough and Will 
Cloudesley first printed between 1548 and 1568, a tale of three outlaws as famous at one time as 
Robin Hood; (they were reputed to be contemporaneous with Robin Hood's father!) References to 
Adam Bell and Clym o' the Clough as outstanding archers are common in literature from Shakespeare 
to Restoration drama, but between the two printings of D' Avenant's The Wits (i.e. between 1634 and 
1673) their popularity, at least in the south, had waned ( 17). Clym of the Clough is occasionally 
referred to in a boasting sexual context ( 17_ and 18), Adam Bell has been equated with Cupid ( 19). It 
may be that the rhyme of Ringing Adam Bells came into being in the sixteenth century or early 
seventeenth century, most likely before the Civil War, when manners were in all classes crude (vide 
farting matches at fairs, which after the Interregnum were looked at in retrospect with some 
amazement (20)). 

It could therefore be that 'Ringing th'owd Adam Bells/Kittlins i' t'clough' originally referred to 
Adam Bell and Clym of the Clough, and that the second line became 'Kittlins i' t'clough' in the 
eighteenth century, when Clym of the Clough was forgotten as a folk hero. 'Kittlins i' t'clough' on 
the face of it means 'the kitten is in the clough'. But in the game's context it means female sexual 
excitement (kitelung in O.E. is 'titillatio'; kittling vbl. sb. a tickling sensation, an excitement (21); 
clough is a cleft in a hillside). 

A few weeks ago, Iona Opie sent me details of a curious game once played by sheepshearers in 
Sussex, near Brighton: 

At dinner time they had an hour in which to eat their main meal and they some
times played a game to determine who should be the next man to get up and draw 
the beer from the barrel and pass it round to the rest. They sat cross-legged and 
tailor fashion on the floor in a rough circle and presently one of them would start 
the game by throwing his legs back over his head until the toe-caps of his boots 
touched the floor behind him, and at the same time chanting the first line of the 
verse below. Then the man on his left would do likewise and call the second line 
and so on until the man who chanted the fourth line had to get up, go to the 
barrel in the corner and replenish the empty pots: 

Here goes old Adamses Bells, 
Here goes old Tymothy Tuff, 
0, can you see my arse, 
0, yes, quite plain enough. 

This was written by Bob Copper (22) Sussex folk singer, whose family for several generations had 
learnt a large repertoire of songs. This appearance of Adam Bells in Sussex appears to me like a foreign 
weed in a millyard - not native but carried there in the wool. Bob Copper does say that woolmen 
from other parts of England and Wales brought their songs with them to the Sussex sheep fairs, and he 
quotes one at length from the Malvern Hills. It is quite probable that Ringing Adam Bells was taken 
south from Huddersfield by someone engaged in the woollen industry. 
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The Sussex sheepshearers' version is played only by men, devoid of its tune, and devoid of its 
original intent. It has become a mere childish rhyme; Tymothy and Tuff are southern childish parlance 
for male genitalia (23). The similarity in sound of 'Tymothy Tuff with 'Clym o' the Clough' is 
striking. Since clough is a purely northern word, not to be found south of Staffordshire, it is not sur
prising that it has been replaced in the Sussex version by a more familiar rhyming word. 

It remains a mystery why no other references can be found for Ringing Adam Bells, presumably 
hundreds of people either played it or knew of its existence. There is probably resting, in some North 
American collection, a letter to an emigrant from a Hanley resident which reveals all. Meanwhile until 
such document appears, I would be grateful if any reader could enlarge for us that tear in the paper 
blind. 
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OTTIWELLS 

In 1812 William Horsfall of Marsden was shot by the Luddites as he rode along the old Manchester 
Road on his way home from Huddersfield. His mill, known as Ottiwell's Mill and now demolished used 
to stand where Bank Bottom Mill is, at the foot of Binn Road. It figures in one of the best-known 
episodes of the Luddite story. 

William Horsfall had .installed cropping-frames there and his relationship with the militant 
workers of the neighbourhood was so bad that soldiers were brought in to defend the machines. A 
defensive wall with loop-holes in it was built in front of the mill and cannons were placed behind it. 
There is an old photograph of the mill, as it was in 1812, on p. 99 of 'History of the Huddersfield 
Woollen Industry' by W. B. Crump and G. Ghorbal. 

There are two excuses for repeating this well-known piece of Colne Valley history. The first is 
the photograph shown here. Whilst the picture of the old mill is familiar to many people, much less is 
known about the house at Ottiwells, photographed at the time of its demolition. From its style it 
would seem to have been built in the years around 1800, and one feature which helps to date it is 
the venetian window in the gable end. Although this is not visible here, it can just be seen on the 
photograph mentioned above. 

The second reason concerns the name Ottiwells itself, which has survived the buildings it once 
described; 'now only a name' as W. B. Crump says. The explanation offered in 'Place-Names of the 
\\'est Riding' is that there was a well at this point and that the first part of the word was the Middle 
English personal name Otto. 

There is, however, a much more likely and satisfying explanation, which can be deduced from the 
parish registers. From the 1620s 'Ottiwelle' or 'Ottuell' in Marsden was the home of a family with the 
surname Marsden. John Marsden, who was living there in the 1620s, was almost certainly the direct 
descendant ofOthuel Marsden of Marsden who died on October 28, 1589. Between 1561 and 1574 
Othuel and his wife Joan had six children, three daughters, Alice, Elizabeth and Mary, and three sons, 
John, Thomas and Edmund. At that time Ottiwell was an extremely rare christian name and there 
seems little doubt that the house was named after this man. 

G.R. 
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A PATRIARCH IN LINTHWAITE, 1530 

M. A. & M. T. Freeman 

In the Colne Valley in 1530 Edmund Kaye of Linthwaite was exceptional. He could call himself 
a gentleman at a time when his neighbours were clothiers, websters and husbandmen. He owed his 
rank to his manor of Linthwaite, but besides the manor, with its fulling mill at Hoyle Lees, he had an 
interest in Roche Abbey property in the Doncaster area as well as in land at Deanhead and some that 
he rented in Slaithwaite (Slaithwaite Court Rolls for 1524 and 1528). According to the tax assess
ments of 1524 he was not so well off as some wealthy gentlemen in the Huddersfield area or indeed 
some clothiers like John Dyson of Quarmby, but he had business dealings that extended over the 
locality: at Hoylehouse, at Bankhouse in Longwood, at Dodlea and with John Tonyclif of Honley, 
Peter Wilson of Bothom (near Botham Hall), Thomas Bumlay the dyer of Longroyd Bridge and 
others. Family connections confirmed his standing. They included respected families of the neigh
bourhood: the Kayes of Wood some, the Saviles, the Lockwoods and further away the Jacksons of 
Sn yd ale near Pontef ract; and he had useful ties also with f amities of some consequence over the Lanca
shire border: the Greenhalghs of Brandilsome near Bury, the Butterworths of Belfield in Rochdale and, 
most splendid in sound, the Entwistles of Entwistle - at Bolton. 

However, in spite of all this Edmund Kaye was an anxious man in 15 30 when he made his will. 
He was not especially troubled by a guilty conscience. He had extended his family outside wedlock 
but, as parish considerations and parental feeling prompted, he met his obligations. He had some 
twinge of conscience certainly about Kirkstall Abbey. The neighbouring manor of Lingards belonged 
to Kirkstall and we know from the Slaithwaite Court Rolls that Linthwaite men were tempted to 
trespass on Lingards Common for their turves. So Edmund Kaye left the Abbey a donation. Other
wise his spiritual condition seemed to be no particular worry. He left it to his executors to do the best 
they could for his soul, and he wisely included Sir John Roose among the executors. The title 'Sir' 
here did not denote noble rank but was the current term of respect for a priest. John Roose was in 
fact Edmund Kaye's local priest, the curate in charge of Slaithwaite Chapel, which served Linthwaite 
also. 

What really troubled Edmund Kaye was that he had no son able to inherit, but five daughters 
and of these only Janet was married and Anne was in a delicate position, under negotiation but the 
match not yet clinched. Edmund Kaye knew that fatherless heiresses were a prey to scheming families 
and it was a problem to secure the welfare of his daughters and prevent the husband of any one from 
trying to overreach the rest. 

In the end he was defeated. The latter part of his will lacks the brisk precision with which he 
began it when he was making provision for his sister. He rested his hopes finally on a practical arrange
ment that h€ worked out with his good neighbour John Dyson. This man was therefore among the 
witnesses to the will together with a clothier Robert Ainley. Another witness was Anne's 'intended'. 
It was important that he should know the terms of the will so that he should be helped to come to 
the point. The timber that was bequeathed to him might well be useful for the matrimonial home. 

This will was not known to D. F. E. Sykes and Philip Ahier when they wrote of Edmund Kaye 
and Linthwaite Hall. In the light of it their accounts need correction. It is disappointing, however, 
that we are still left without clear information about the Hall. 

Will of Edmunde Kaye de Lynthwaite 

Dated: July 23, 1530. Proved: November, 1532. 

Borthwick Institute, York 
Wills: 11 A 13 v 

In the name of god Amen the xxiij th day of July in the yere of our lorde god M-illesimo Quingente
simo xxxto I Edmunde Kaye of Lynthwaite gentilman of hoole mynde and perfitte remembrance 
do order and make, this my testament and last will, in man er and f orme foloyng. First I gif and 
bequeath my saull to almyghtie god, our ladie sancte marie, and all the celestiall company of hevyn, 
and my bodie to be beried, in the parishe churche of almond by. also I gif to Janet Kaye my suster al 
my corne fawmes at lynthwaite in conye close, callid Ridyng an other callid pighill and in a parcell of 
land callid crofte, and xs in money towardes the gettyng of the same To Anne wif of John Hopkynson, 
my suster, xts Item I gif to John Kaye, and Edmunde Kaye my bastard sones, aither of them. xts. to 
my bastard doughtor with John Sikes in kepyng. xts. Also I gif thabbote and Couent of Kirkstall to 
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be absoluyd of suche trespases as I haue done Againste theire place. x8 • to John Dison of the hoole
house. xxxs that I owe hym. to thexecutors of John Hanson late of the Bankehouse xx 8 of dett. to 
Sir Roberte Hanson prest. vj 8 viijd. to John Tonyclif of dett. iij 8 iiijd. to Thomas Burnlay lister of dett 
xs. also I will the executors of Richard Cotes be agreid with all, or els consent and paid of xl8 • also I 
gif to Thomas Croslegh iij 8 iiijd of dett. to Richarde Haghe. vj 8 viijd. to the wif of Rauf Wrigley v8 • to 
John W ewall. v8 • of dett to John Hirst of deddelee. vj 8 viijd. to Peter Wilson. iij 8 iiijd. to John Kay of 
Stokewodhill vj 8 viijd. also I gif to William Sawell my sone in lawe all the tymbre that lithe postid and 
sayne opon a hepe, in the croft at Lynthwaite. Item I gif to the fraternytie of our ladie of Boston. x8 • 

and to Margery Parkyn. x 8 • also I will that all other dettes that I owe (if any be) be truly contentid and 
paid. Item I assigne to William Lokewod my sone in law one annuitie of xxvj 8 • viijd. goying out of 
certen landes in the deynhed duryng the lyve of maistres Elisabeth Stapleton. also I assigne to the 
said William Sayvell one lease of a f ennhold callid Barn by grange which I haue of the abbate and 
couent of the Roche vnder theire common seale if he withyn too yeres next commyng. take Anne my 
daughter to his wif, and deale and agree with hyr, as he ought to doo and also make myne executors a 
general! acceptance for almaner of accompte, and other countes. from the begynnyng of the worlde 
vnto this daye, and further discharge one obligacion that I stand boundon in to the said abbate and 
couent. otherwise the said William to have nothing adoo with the said fermehold but thay it to remayne 
to my said executors. the said assignacion notwithstandyng. also where I haue. Elisabeth. Margaret and 
Kateryne my thre doughtors unmaried. I will John Grenehalghe Esquyer shall haue the said Elisabeth 
in custodie and gouernance; and hir mariadge, with the rule of hyr landes. vnto suche tyme she come, 
and be of lawfull age; with the councell and advisement of James Grenehalgh my vncle Edmond 
Longlay my fader in lawe, and Roberte Butterworth of Belfeld. And that Charles Jacson of Snytall. 
shall haue the custodie and gouernance of Margarete and Kateryne, my other too doughtors and there 
mariadge, with the rule and profitt of there landes, with the councell and good advice of Arthur Kaye 
Esquyer Antony Hippon, sone and heire of Richard Hippon. Edward Kaye my vncle and Sir Giles 
Kaye prest, vnto they and aither of them be of lawfull age. Provided alwaye that the said John 
Grenehalghe, and Charles Jackeson by or without the said councell, shall not bargan and sell any of 
my said thre doughtors, but to mary them to there most promotyng, socor and advantadge, and as is 
limited. Also I will that Arthur Kaye of Wodsom John Grenehalgh of Brandilsom Edmunde Entwissill 
of Entwissill Esquyer and the said Sir Giles Kaye prest, my feoffes, and there heires Imediatly after my 
decesse shall stand f eoffes and be seasid of and in my Manor or these messuages of Linthwaite, and all 
my other messuages landes tenementes medowes woddes, pastures rentes reuersions and premises with 
all there commodities liberties aisiamentes communes (?) deuises of watters and thappurtenances 
holdyn by chartre excepte one house landes tenementes closes and walke mylne withappurtenances 
callid holelees and James Bankes in Gollekar and the attachymennt of the said mylne Damme opon 
my propre lande of Lynthwaite the whiche I have yeven to Janet my doughtor wif of the said William 
Lokewod in special! fee Taile to thuse and egall behove of the said Jenett. Anne wif of the said William 
Sayvell Elisabeth, Margerete and Kateryne my fyve doughtors lawfully begottyn, and theres of there, 
and euery of there bodies lawfully begottyn. And for defalte of suche issue to my right heires for euer. 
furthermore I will a chist shalbe sett in the dwellynghouse of John Dison of the hoolehouse. and 
shalbe lokyd with too keyes, and that al my evidences, charters and Escriptes of my said heritadge 
landes and tenementes. shalbe put in the said chist. and that the said keyes shalbe in sondrie kepyng of 
my executors to thentent. that al my said fyve doughtors lawfully begottyn, and theire husbandes 
Joynetly shall comme to the said chiste to be opynnyd by my said executors and serche and knowe 
all the said evidences, and if nede requyre to haue and show the same for def ense of those titles. and 
after to inlawe the same into the said chist, and so to be vsed ordred and contynued at all tymes 
requysite vnto a good and indiffrent order and dyvisione maye and canne be takyn and had amonge 
and betwyxt my said doughtors and heres. And further the residue of all my goodes and cattalles here 
afore not yeven nor bequeathed ... after the costadges made of my beriall, and all my dettes truly 
contentid and paid. I gif and bequeath to Johanna my wif, the said Charles Jacson, the said William 
Lokewod and Sir John Roose prest. Whom I order and make my executors. that my present testament 
they doo execute and truly fulfil} with effecte and further in the said residue that they ordre and 
dispose for the helth of my saull as shall seme them best, with thadvise of my worshipful} maister 
henry Sayvile of Thornhill esquire whome I make -supervisor of this my last will. In wittenes hereof to 
this present escripte testament and last will indented I have sette my seale. These wittenes. the said 
William Sayvile John Dison. John Hopkynson Roberte Aynelay and others yeven the daye and yere 
here aboue expressed and mentioned 
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KETTLEWELL EARTHQUAKE 
Lilian Robinson 

The following is recorded in the West Riding Quarter Session Order Books:-

Skipton, 13th July 1686 
We whose names are hereby subscribed, his Majesty's Justices of the Peace at the sessions above 
menconed do humbly certify that on Thursday the eighth day of June last past betweene the hours of 
one and three in the afternoone of the same day at Kettlewell and Starbotton in the parish of Kettle
well in the said Ridinge there happened an Earthquake with dreadful claps of thunder which was 
attended with great showers of haile and raine which descended so violently from the mountains and 
flowed out of the caverns of the rocks that in a very short moment of tyme it overflowed the bancks 
of the River and great streams ran through the said Townes of Kettlewell and Starbotton driving along 
with them great quantities of great stones, land and sludge soe that it overturned, carried away, warpt 
up and made useless, unhabitable, the dwelling houses of Robert Ware, James Sedgewick, Thomas 
Sedgewick, Lister Simondson, John Williamson, John Ward, Edward Ripley, Elizabeth Calvert, Isabell 
Ripley and other inhabitants of the said townes of Kettlewell and Starbotton, together with their Out
houses and Barns. And carried, swept away and spoiled several} of the household goods and other 
goods belonging to the said ... Robert Ware, James Sedgewick, Thomas Sedgewick, Lister Simondson, 
John Williamson, John Ward, Edward Ripley, Elizabeth Calvert, Isabell Ripley and other inhabitants 
of the said townes of Kettlewell and Starbotton and did likewise Tear up and drive away the Earth of 
one hundred acres and upwards of arable pasture and meadow ground, belonging to the said persons. 
And did likewise cover with great stones, graven, and sand above 100 acres more of arable pasture or 
meadow ground belonging to the persons abovesaid, so that the same is rendered useless and would 
cost much more to cleanse the said grounds than the same would at any time heretofore be valued at. 
The whole loss whereof amounts to the sume of three thousand and seventeen pounds seven shillings 
and eightpence, as appears to us in open Cort upon oaths of William Cayfurth, Thomas Kidd, John 
Airey, MASONS, William West, William Willson, CARPENTERS, John Simondson, John Bolling, 
Anthony Knowles, Leonard Calvert, William Wear, John Marshall, SURVEYORS. Whereby the said 
persons who formerly lived in very good credit and were helpful to their poor neighbours are now 
impoverished and utterly ruined without the charity of well disposed persons. All which we make bold 
humbly to certify to your Lordshipp, humbly desiring that his Majestys Most Gracious Letters Patent 
may be granted to the said poor distressed persons as is in such cases used. 
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT THE SAID SESSIONS the day and year first above 
written. 

JONAS Hy. JENINGS THO. FAWKES CHA. BULL 
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The Seventeenth Century 

CARRIERS' RATES 

Lilian Robinson 

Probably the first 'Proclamation relating to Rates and Conditions for Carriers' was issued at the 
Quarter Sessions for the West Riding of York, held at Pontefract, in May 1692. At this same time it 
was ordered, in relation to workers' wages, that, 'the Rates and Terms of eight or nine years ago be in 
force again from these Sessions, with the same methods and rules to be observed as are thereby directed'. 

In the Session records for April 164 7 is recorded a 'Limitation of the rates and conditions' for 
various workpeople within the West Riding. It may have been considered customary for the terms to 
be considered each year at the Spring Sessions, held at Pontefract. They are not recorded annually, 
but it is clear that, from 1692, in the years when Proclamations were issued, the conditions for both 
Carriers and Workers, were considered at the same time. 

The following Proclamation, for the year 1700, is typical, and portrays conditions in the very 
early days of long-distance transport. Tumbridge, described in a 19th century directory as 'scattered 
houses in the township of Cowick and parish of Snaith, two miles from Snaith', is the only place 
named on the carriers' routes, which is not well-known today. 

Rates of Carriers' Wages, 9th April, 1700 
By virtue of a late Act of Parliament Intituled an Act for the better repairing & mending the high ways 
& for setting the rates of Carriage of goods his Majestys Justices of the peace in the said quarter 
sessions Assembled have Assessed & rated the prizes of all Land Carriage of goods whatsoever to be 
brought into any place or places within this Ryding by any Comon waggoner or Carrier att the respec
tive rates & prizes following, viz: 

from London to Doncaster Rotherham Sheffield Barnsley Pontefract Wakefield Hallifax Leeds or any 
Markett Town or other place within this Ryding as far distant from London as Leeds is from May day 
to Michaelmas fifteen pence a stone & from Michaelmas to May day eighteenpence a Stone & no more 
& for any odd pounds five farthings & no more through the whole year. 

From London to BurrowBridge from Mayday to Michaelmas Seventeen pence a stone & from Michael
mas to May day nineteen pence a Stone & for every odd pound three half e pence & no more through 
the whole year. 

From London to any place within this Ryding that is distant from London twenty miles more than 
Leeds two pence halfe penny a stone more than the said fifteen pence & eighteenpence & so propor
tionably for a greater or lesser distance. 

Carriage by Carts 
From Leeds to Selby or Turnbridge or from Wakefield to Selby or Turn bridge & from any other 
Markett Town or place in this Ryding to Selby or Turnbridge as far distant from the same as Leeds is a 
Truss Containing four horse packs & proportionably more or Less from May day till Michaelmas six 
shillings & sixpence From Michaelmas to Christmas for four horse packs & proportionably more or 
less ten shillings and sixpence. From Christmas till May day for four horse packs & proportionably 
more or less fifteen shillings & six pence & so proportionably for a greater or Lesser distance. 

From Selby or Turnbridge to Leeds & Wakefield & to any other Markett Town or place in this Ryding 
as far distant from Selby or Turn bridge as Leeds is from May day till Michaelmas twelve shillings a 
Tunn From Michaelmas till Christmas eighteen shillings a Tunn & from Christmas till Mayday twenty 
four shillings a Tunn & so proportionably more or less. 

And it is ordered by this Court that the rates & Assessments be forthwith printed and sent to the 
several! Mayors & other Chief Officers of each respective Markett Town within this Ryding to be hung 
upp in some publick place in every such Markett Town to which all persons may resort for their 
information & no such Common Waggoner or Carrier shall take for Carriage of goods & Merchandize 
above the rates & prizes hereby sett upon pain by the said Act, to forfeit for every such offence the 
sume of five pounds to be Levyed by distress & sale of his or their goods by warrant of any two 
Justices of the peace where such waggoners or Carrier shall reside in manner as by the said Act is 
appointed to the use of the parties grieved. 
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CARRIERS' RATES 1692-1733 

April 1692 April 1693 April 1695 April 1700 April 1703 April 1706 April 1731 

WAGONS 

LONDON to Doncaster 
Rotherham, Sheffield 
Barnsley, Pontefract 
Wakefield, Halifax 
Leeds 
OR other places in 
Riding as far distant 
from London as Leeds 
• 1s:-
Throughout Year ld pound 
Mayday-Michaelmas 15d stone 15d stone 15d stone 14d stone 14d stone 14d stone 
Michaelmas-Mayday 18d stone 18d stone 18d stone 18d stone 18d stone 18d stone 
Odd lbs throughout 

year l¼d pound l¼d pound l¼d pound l¼d pound l¼d pound l¼d pound 

LONDON to Burrow 
Bridge 
Mayday--Michaelmas 17d stone 17d stone 16d stone 16d stone 16d stone 
Michaelmas-Mayday 19d stone 19d stone 19d stone 19d stone 19d stone 
Odd lbs throughout 

year 1 ½d pound 1 ½d pound l½d pound l½d pound 1 ½d pound 

LONDON to Settle 
Mayday-Michaelmas 18d stone 18d stone 
Michaelmas-Mayday 22d stone 22d stone 
Odd lbs throughout 

year 1 ¾d pound l¾d pound 

LONDON to any place 
in Riding 20 miles 2d stone 2½d stone 2½d stone 2½d more 2½d more 2½d more 2½d more 
further from London more than more than more than than above than above than above than above 
than Leeds (except said Id a above 15 above 15 15 & 18d 14 & 18d 14 & 18d 14 & 18d 
places mentioned) pound and 18d and 18d 

YORK to Wakefield or 
other place within the 
Riding 20 miles distant 
from York 2d stone 2d stone 2d stone 2d stone 2½d stone 2½d stone 

ANY PLACE OUT OF 
RIDING to any place 
20 miles distant 2d stone 2d stone 2d stone 2d stone 2½d stone 2½d stone 

CARTS - Truss 
4 horse 
Pack 

LEEDS or WAKEFIELD 
to Selby or Tumbridge 
or similar s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. 
Mayday-Michaelmas 6. 6 6. 6 6. 6 6. 6 6. 6 6. 6 6. 6 
Michaelmas-Xmas 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 
Xmas-Mayday 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 

SELBY or TURN-
BRIDGE to Leeds or 
Wakefield or other 
place same distance 
Mayday-Michaelmas 12.0 ton 12.0 ton 12.0 ton 12.0 ton 12.0 ton 12.0 ton 12.0 ton 
Michaelmas-Xmas 18.0 ton 18.0 ton 18.0 ton 18.0 ton 18.0 ton 18.0 ton 18.0ton 
Xmas-Mayday 24.0 ton 24.0 ton 24.0 ton 24.0 ton 24.0 ton 24.0 ton 24.0 ton 
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Between 1692 and 1733 (and for many years thereafter), rates and conditions varied hardly at 
all. The additional charge for distances of 20 miles beyond London-Leeds was rai~d from 2d to 2½d 
a stone in 1693. Ten years later the May Day-Michaelmas rate, London-Doncaster etc. was reduced 
from 15d to 14d, and London-Burrowbridge from 17d to 16d a stone. In 1706 the York-Wakefield 
etc. charge went up from 2d to 2½d a stone. 

In May 1709 'Common Carriers, Higlers, Drovers, Jobbers, carrying goods for hire or sale' were 
decreed not to be exempted from payment of tolls at Ferrybridge and Castleford. 

In 1733, the Proclamation that the existing rates should remain in force added that 'there was no 
need to reprint the same'. 

BOWLING, PRESSURE ON THE GREENS 

When reference is made to bowling in early documents it almost always seems clear that the game 
ref erred to is one akin to modern bowls. On the other hand in minor place-names such as Bowling 
Alley, recorded in the West Riding in 1684 and surviving in Rastrick as a street-name, the inference 
might rather be to a form of skittles. If not, it may be that in such cases the street served instead of a 
green, much as the French play boules now. There are numerous references to Bowling Green, the 
term most frequently encountered in the Huddersfield area, and here surely the game was bowls. 
Charles Brooke, for example, entered in his diary for the year 1776 'Went down to the Bowling Green 
in the afternoon'(!) and in a Huddersfield rental of 1716 John Hirst paid 10s. for 'a New Cott. by ye 
Bowlingreen'. (2). There are also families, among them Hirsts, said in the Parish Registers to be 'of 
Bowling Green'. Eighteenth century Estate maps of the Ramsdens and the Beaumonts (3) show us the 
locations of these greens, but the flat land must have often proved attractive to both farmer and 
builder and none of those marked survives as a Green today. 

The pressure on land used for recreation in this way is delightfully illustrated in the manorial 
court rolls, where on occasion bye-laws had to be created to protect the greens. In Kirkheaton in 1684, 
for example, it was said that anybody leading, riding or driving 'with horses cart or waine over the 
bowelling green' should be fined 3s.4d, ( 4) whilst in Almond bury six years later it was ordered that 
'Joseph Hepworth doe level~ and make even one parcell of Grounde called the Bowleing Green which 
he hath lately plowed up and had noe right soe to doe'. (5) 

Another very interesting and specific reference to the game occurs, perhaps somewhat unusually, 
in a lease made by Sir John Ramsden to Abraham Horsfall and William Firth of Almondbury. Part of 
the indenture, dated 1636, relates to waste land at the end of Sharp Lane of which '1 acre and 2 rodes 
doth lye upon and aboute the Bowlingespott'. Later there is again reference to this Bowlinge Spott 'as 
the same is now sett forthe to bowle upon'. Part of the problem seems to have been to ensure that 
people were not hindered in their leisure activities by any developments resulting from the lease, for 
land was reserved for 'sufficient waye and passage to and from' the common 'for all such as shall 
resorte to use their recreation in bowlinge thereupon'.( 6). 

REFERENCES 

1. Now in private hands, but quoted by Tolson in 'History of Kirkheaton'. 
2. Ramsden Collection. Rentals and Surveys. Huddersfield Public Library. 
3. Local History Dept. Huddersfield Public Library. 
4. Heaton Manor Court Rolls, WB/R/8. 
5. Almondbury Manor Court Rolls, Ramsden Collection. 
6. Ramsden Collection, Deeds 3/ 19. 
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COMMUNISTIC HUDDERSFIELD 

Cyril Pearce 

The British 'economic miracle' of the 19th century was forged in the harsh furnace of unfettered 
free enterprise - or so we are told. In fact this was not the wl1ole truth. Enterprise was far from 'free', 
in the laissez-faire sense of the term, and was consistently fettered albeit lightly and at the margin. 
Throughout the century Parliament acted, with an apparently endless flow of legislation, to protect 
individuals, groups and society at large from some of the excesses of unbridled competition. Few 
people in Christian Britain were happy to see women and small children working long hours in textile 
mills or underground in coal mines or to see working people exposed to the degradation of sweatshops 
and unsanitary housing conditions. Yet, while Factory Acts, Health Acts and Artisans' Dwellings 
legislation can be seen as the humanitarian regulation of a fundamentally sound system's excesses, in 
reality Parliament, through the agency of the new municipal authorities, went much further and, at 
the local level, actually challenged the free enterprise ethos itself and in so doing laid the foundations 
for today's mixed economy. 

The challenge, unwitting though it may have been for the most part, took the unglamorous form 
of what some have chosen to ref er to as 'Gas and Water Socialism'. From the 18 20's onwards, Parlia
ment granted powers to municipal authorities to provide, and in many cases take over, the essential 
infrastructure of an increasingly urban society: Water, Gas, Electricity, Transport and even the land 
itself. What is most remarkable is that these quasi-collectivist powers were conferred by Parliaments, 
publicly committed to free enterprise, upon municipal authorities no less anti-socialist in their 
make-up. One such local authority which took on these powers and extended them with great enthu
siasm was Huddersfield Corporation. 

Such was Huddersfield 's enthusiasm for municipal enterprise that in 1896 a 'Special Commis
sioner' writing a series for the Yorkshire Factory Times under the title 'Snap Shots of Local and 
Industrial Yorkshire' was moved to head his piece on the town, 'Communistic Huddersfield' He went 
on ... 

'In municipal work Huddersfield is as advanced a town as any in the kingdom, in 
fact, 99 per cent of the towns and cities are behind Huddersfield in municipal 
enterprise ... Huddersfield is one of those places which has done things of a 
communistic character and not known it. Call Alderman Hirst (Liberal Mayor 
1891-3 ), a socialist and he would probably reply he wasn't, yet socialistic work 
has grown and grown, and the Corporation is the biggest employer of labour and 
property owner in the borough.' ( 1) 

The writer, of course, had a particular axe to grind and that he did with undisguised relish. The York
shire factory Times was a trade unionist and Labour newspaper founded in 1889 to serve the 
industrial West Riding. It was staffed largely by trade unionists many of whom, like Allen Gee of 
Huddersfield, Ben Turner of Batley and W. H. Drew of Bradford, were key figures in the movement 
which formed the Independent Labour Party in 1893 and were, to varying degrees, committed to 
socialism. It was, for them, a source of some amusement and good propaganda to suggest that Liberal 
and Conservative councillors were demonstrating the solid good sense of socialism by adapting appa
rently socialist policies at the local level. While it is certainly not true that Huddersfield 's municipal 
undertakings were inspired by a socialist ideology, the extent of the town's undertakings was, by 
1896, quite remarkable: waterworks, gasworks, electricity supply, tramways, local markets, a model 
lodging house, council housing, public baths, public parks, and, later in 1920, the Corporation even 
bought out the town's principal landlord, Sir John Frecheville Ramsden, and in so doing took into 
public ownership most of the land within the borough's boundaries. 

How was all this possible? How was it that quasi-collectivist policies were encouraged by Parlia
ments and local authorities in 19th century Britain which, under other circumstances, would have 
run a mile at the mere thought of socialism? 

The answer is complex but it has little if anything to do with socialist ideology. In fact the terms 
often used in this context - 'Municipal Socialism' or 'Gas and Water Socialism' - are themselves 
anachronisms when applied to Victorian municipal enterprise. They only began to appear in the 
currency of this debate towards the end of the 19th century when municipal ownership was already an 
established fact in most of Britain's principal provincial towns and cities. Indeed, it could well be 
argued that the link between socialism and municipal enterprise was really a product of the particular 
circumstances of London's local politics rather than those of the pioneering provincial towns. As 
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Professor Kellett ( 1978) maintains: 
" 'Municipal Socialism' and the term to municipalize are first used in the 1880's 
and the most heated debate on the subject runs through the 1890's and into the 
early 1900's and is particularly associated with the elections and personalities 
involved after the establishment of the new London County Council in 1888.' (2) 

While the towns of provincial Britain had been receiving their charters of incorporation since 
1835 London had remained largely unregulated. The socialist pioneer, John Bums, condemned the 
government of the capital before 1888 when he attacked ... 

' ... the congeries of corrupt, inarticulate and incompetent cliques who on local 
boards and vestries, dominated by land speculators and jerry-builders, tried and 
to a great extent succeeded in making the world's richest city a place after their 
own heart, which was a London ugly, narrow and dirty.' (3) 

The creation of the L.C.C. offered an opportunity for municipal reform on a grand scale. This 
coincided in London as elsewhere with the emergence of socialism as a potentially powerful political 
force. For the Fabians and other socialists active in London's local politics municipal reform, there
fore, was articulated in terms of a much wider socialist vision. For them municipal enterprise was a 
useful path to wholesale socialist change. By 1902 their doctrine of Municipal Socialism was fully 
developed and sought the extension of municipal involvement beyond the familiar water, gas, trams 
and electricity into co-operative stores, workshops and banking. As Kellett suggests: 

'It contained ideological elements which went far beyond the modest discussion 
of what municipal tasks a civic authority ought to undertake of necessity, and as 
part of its bounden duty. It was no longer a question of how a city should be run, 
but how far local socialism could be realised ... ' ( 4) 

As a strategy for extending socialism throughout Britain 'Municipalization' was dear to the hearts 
of London's Fabian socialists. Their hopes in this regard were not, however, shared by everyone else 
in the Labour and socialist movements. It was scorned by many who saw what they scathingly des
scribed as 'Gas and Water Socialism' not as a half-way house to the real thing but as a fundamentally 
mistaken direction. As Robson ( 1935) suggests: 

'The leading members of the (Fabian) Society were described contemptuously as 
'gas and water socialists', a term of abuse invented not by their Conservative or 
capitalist opponents but by members of the more extreme socialist organisations 
who regarded municipal trading as either too pedestrian or too important to 
warrant the attention of serious revolutionary socialists.' (5) 

The link between socialist ideology and municipal ownership was, the ref ore, primarily a metro
politan phenomenon. It appeared late on the scene but has, by its assertive language of 'Municipaliza
tion' and 'Municipal Socialism', rather distorted our perception of the truth. A further distortion 
derives from the fact that these ideas and, above all, their rhetoric were exported to the Labour
controlled provincial town and city councils in the 1920's and l 930's and have coloured much of the 
debate to the present day. 

It would be wrong, however, to infer from this that municipal enterprise before 1888, or in non
socialist authorities after that date, did not have some kind of ideological content. Indeed it did but, 
with some exceptions, it was much less obtrusive. It was an ideology which owed nothing to socialist 
theory but depended more on notions of what constituted the best policies for the public interest. It 
also differed from metropolitan ideas of Municipal Socialism, as Kellett has suggested, by setting a 
limit to the extent of municipal enterprise. Beyond this limit, it was argued, ptivate enterprise was 
the more appropriate agency. Although the idea of the exact extent of this limit varied from town to 
town and even from time to time, private enterprise was expected to remain the dominant factor in 
the local and national economy. For London's socialists, on the other hand, the extension of munici
palization beyond this limit was precisely the point of it all. 

If this largely provincial ideology could be said to have had its theorists then two of the most 
prominent were Thomas Hopkins of Manchester and Joseph Chamberlain of Birmingham. Hopkins, a 
Lancashire businessman, in 1834 advanced an early view on municipalization: 

' ... it is highly desirable that the inhabitants of a large town like Manchester 
should have the ownership of works like the gas works ... for I consider that all 
public works should belong to the town or be under control of the public, for they 
generally act under the influence of more elevated feelings than those whose 
principal aim is profit ... ' ( 6) 
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The suggestion here that enterprises under public control could be relied upon to act with more 
'elevated feelings' than those subject to the profit motive is a potentially radical one. Hopkins' inten
tions, however, were more modest. 

Modesty is not a quality easily associated with Joseph Chamberlain. His contribution to the 
theory of municipal enterprise was as much a loud rallying cry for the brave new Birmingham which 
as Mayor between 1873 and 1876 he tried to create, as it was a clear articulation of the spirit per
vading the often diverse elements underlying much early municipalization. His views had a great deal 
to do with the rising spirit of British local democracy even if couched in terms of the Joint Stock 
Company. 

' ... the leading area of the English· system of municipal government might be said 
to be that of a joint stock or co-operative enterprise in which every citizen is a 
shareholder, and of which the dividends are received in the improved health and 
the increase of the comfort and happiness of the community. The members of the 
Council are the directors of this great business, and their fees consist in the con
fidence, the consideration, and the gratitude of those amongst whom they live. In 
no other undertaking, whether philanthropic or commercial, are the returns more 
speedy, more manifest or more beneficial.' (7) 

There is little in this with which the Fabian advocates of Municipal Socialism would have disagreed 
although socialism is the last thing with which one could accuse Joseph Chamberlain. His view, shared 
by a multitude of city and borough ·councillors in Victorian Britain, proposed the local authority as 
guardian and promoter of its citizens' welfare. From this flowed the process of municipal enterprise. 

In many towns, Huddersfield for example, the ideology of municipal enterprise seldom needed 
articulation. Although dominated by the Liberal party throughout its 19th century history from its 
incorporation in 1868 Huddersfield's borough council did contain a strong Conservative group. There 
was, however, between the parties a remarkable degree of consensus on issues of municipalization. 
There was argument about detail but seldom conflict on principle. Even when, after 1892, Labour 
began to make its presence felt in the council chamber municipal enterprise did not become an ideo
logical issue. In fact, the first Labour councillor, Allen Gee, in 1893 found himself in the peculiar 
position of, on the one hand, opposing the Liberal majority's plans to take over the Longwood Gas 
Company because he thought the price too high, and on the other being outflanked by Conservative 
councillor Ernest Beaumont who urged that the Corporation should buy out Outlane Gas Company 
as well. The strangeness of the socialist being out-done in his socialism by a Conservative did not 
escape the gleeful attention of the Liberal Huddersfield Examiner's 'Cymbeline' who wrote: 

'Citizen Beaumont' 
'If Gee would but restrain himself, 
And think somewhat before 
He asks so many questions, he 
Would profit all the more; 
He then would give Beaumont a chance, 
The town to Socialize 
To get its freehold property, 
Its leaseholds realise. 

This Tory Citizen then might 
Join Gee's dear social band, 
Buy out or take the landlord's wealth 
And Nationalise the land; 
If Gee would give dear Beaumont time 
To promulgate his scheme. 
The Tory Socialist might then 
Transcend e'en Tillett's dream.' (8) 

In fact, as the Huddersfield experience suggests, decisions to embark on municipal undertakings 
were made for reasons which were nowhere near as grand or dramatic as Chamberlain's rhetoric or as 
all-embracing in their implications as the Fabians would have them. At the core of the arguments 
advanced for a municipal water, gas or electricity supply or for municipal tramways, markets or even 
banks was the interplay of a variety of factors which when balanced according to particular circum-
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stances resulted in municipal control. The detail and weighting of these particular issues often varied 
from one undertaking to another. 

At the centre of this interplay of argument, as Asa Briggs ( 1963) has pointed out, the role of 
'civic pride' is inescapable. 

'The West Riding may be called a 'conurbation' but the sturdy civic pride of its 
constituent parts, 'a self-assertive attitude of independence', dominated its 
nineteenth century history.' (9) 

While this was true of the West Riding it was not unknown in the other new industrial areas of Vic
torian Britain as Chamberlain's work in Birmingham demonstrates. Civic pride allied with the idea of 
'progress' was a powerful force. It produced sometimes bitter local rivalries between, for example, 
Leeds and Bradford, Dewsbury and Batley or, north of the border, between Glasgow and Edinburgh. 
Council leaders being, for the most part, local men expressed this not only in the competing grandeur 
of their town halls but also in their wider municipal policies. Allied to this there is also a sense in 
which these wider municipal policies of progress and reform were a way of striking a blow for the new 
industrial elite in their political, social and cultural battle with a more traditional Britain. 

Well into the 19th century Britain was still essentially a feudal society. The aristocracy continued 
to rule, their great town and country houses dominated British urban and rural architecture, county 
society and London's court life were the strict arbiters of taste and good manners and, although 
reformed in 1832, Parliament remained the best gentleman's club in the world. It is in opposition to 
the hegemony of the landed aristocracy that we can see the often frantic efforts of the 'new men' of 
Britain's industrial revolution to assert themselves. The corporations of the new industrial towns were 
convenient vehicles through which the new order could assert its identity, to demonstrate its own 
culture and its vigour. 

Central to a town's well-being then, as now, and to its image in the wider world, was the health 
of its people. On this score the new industrial towns had an appalling record. While cholera epidemics 
after 1832 dramatised the shortcomings of their sanitary provisions, throughout the century the per
sistence of endemic diseases such as typhus, dysentery, tuberculosis and a host of other diseases of 
over-crowding and poor sanitation kept the question of public health alive. For reasons which were 
only approximately right urban reformers in the l 830's and 1840's pointed to the provision of a 'pure 
and wholesome' water supply as a necessary pre-requisite for the improvement of public health in 
the new and populous towns. It is, therefore, not without significance that the first major area for 
the extension of municipal powers was that of water supply. 

By 1835 few towns at all, let alone those in the industrial districts, had adequate supplies of 
water. Some, including Halifax, Hull and Brecon, had powers of supply vested in their improvement 
commissioners - often the precursors of properly constituted municipal corporations. Nevertheless, 
even these supplies were often poor in quality, intermittent in quantity and inadequately distributed. 
Investigating fifty towns between 1843 and 1845 the Royal Commission on the Health of Towns 
reported: 

' ... only in six instances could the arrangements and supplies be deemed in any 
comprehensive sense good; while in thirteen they appear to be indifferent and in 
thirty one so deficient as to be pronounced bad and, so far as examined, frequently 
inferior in purity.' ( I 0) 

This question of water supply struck at the heart of the debate on the provision of essential 
services. The Royal Commission found private enterprise wanting and all the more so since its powers 
to provide water were usually exclusive and monopolistic. High profits were frequently made at the 
expense of public health. Monopoly gave no incentive to improve or extend the supply and this hit 
particularly at the poor in the towns and even at the growth of local industry. This latter was a crucially 
telling point in those towns, such as Huddersfield, which were dependent on the water-intensive textile 
industries although it was also true of many other industrial processes especially iron and steel. As a 
consequence, the Royal Commission recommended that municipal authorities should have the power 
to take over existing private water companies or, where none existed, to establish their own water 
undertaking. 

D. F. E. Sykes writing in 1895 was in no doubt as to the importance of water to Huddersfield 
and, both before and after 1868, to its new Corporation: 

' ... the citizens of Huddersfield have never in their minds belittled the 
importance of a pure and abundant supply of water. It is to this district a prime 
necessity not only for drinking and ablution, but for the very industry on which 
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the future of the town and neighbourhood depends.' ( 11) 
The one clinching fact in the arguments preceding Huddersfield's incorporation was that the 

intended authority would proceed rapidly to provide an adequate water supply for the borough and 
its neighbourhood. As a consequence one of the first acts of the new Corporation after 1868 was to 
buy out the Huddersfield Water Commissioners and establish the locally famous initials 'H.C.W.W.' -
Huddersfield Corporation Waterworks. 

During the course of the next thirty years the town embarked on a massive and ambitious pro
gramme of reservoir building and renovation at Longwood, Blackmoorfoot, Deer Hill, Wessenden, 
Butterley and Blakeley. By the end of the century these provided almost five hundred million gallons 
of water a year through over 240 miles of mains to Huddersfield and its neighbourhood. By 1897 the 
Corporation could boast a water supply which' ... will constitute a guarantee against the contingencies 
of the future that may well excite the admiration, if not the envy, of less fortunate communities." ( 12) 

Huddersfield was not alone in its municipal control of the water supply. In 1871 only 25 0 out of 
a total of 783 urban authorities were spending money on their own water undertakings. By 1897 this 
had risen dramatically to 610 out of 990. 

'The transformation of the water supply is primarily due to the replacement of 
commercial enterprise in this field by municipal undertakings operating on pure 
public utility principles.' ( 13) 

In the arguments about municipalization of the water supply progressive municipalities had 
morality on their side - there were few political forces quite as potent as Victorian morality when 
roused, especially in the largely Non-conformist communities of the industrial North. Water was a 
necessity of life and it was, therefore, morally wrong for private companies in monopoly positions to 
make often excessive profits out of human needs. But morality did have a practical side; many of the 
private companies had insufficient ambition and inadequate capital to undertake the major civil 
engineering works necessary for the provision of an adequate water supply for the growing towns. 
Local authorities had both ambition and capital and, unlike private companies, were not governed by 
the need to make profits. 

The municipalization of gas can not be explained in exactly the same way although there are 
many similarities. From its first appearance in 1806 illuminating Manchester's King Street until the 
middle of the century, gas was not considered a central issue in the effective management of Britain's 
new towns. As a consequence private gas companies were given licenses to operate in many towns. In 
some cases their position was unchallenged and they had a monopoly; in other more populous towns 
rival gas companies competed to supply an expanding market. At one time, for example, there were 
fourteen different companies operating in London and in some districts several companies laid their 
mains in the same streets. Cut-throat competition-led to price-fixing or the elimination of the lesser 
companies by the more successful who then reaped the benefits of monopoly in higher prices. 

By the middle of the century the picture was chaotic. There were local private monopolies, as in 
Huddersfield, or an anarchy of small competing companies with all that that meant in terms of sharp 
practice, the proliferation of gasworks, constant excavations in the highways, danger from gas leaks 
and erratic pricing. By this time, however, the public view of gas had also changed. Rather than a 
luxury it was now seen as a necessity. Gas lighting, for the first time, ended man's dependence on 
daylight. The useful length of the day was extended. While this had obvious implications for social life, 
theatres and entertainment, its implications for industry were dramatic: for the first time night-shift 
working was really possible with proper illumination. Gas light was also essential for the proper 
policing of urban streets. Since the only rational way of providing gas was in a monopoly situation, 
doubts began to be expressed as to who should have that monopoly. 

One approach was to regulate the industry very closely as to prices, quality and general standards 
but the other, which was increasingly favoured, was to vest powers of gas manufacture and supply in 
the municipal authorities. By 1900 more than 40% of all gas undertakings in Britain were in municipal 
control. In fact the picture here is distorted by the London figures where large and powerful private 
gas companies resisted municipal intervention. Excluding London, more than half of the gas supplied 
in provincial towns and cities came from municipal gasworks. 

In 1872, when only four years old, Huddersfield Corporation bought out the Huddersfield Gas 
Company, which had a local monopoly, and the smaller Moldgreen Gas Company. In so doing they 
discovered that there were other advantages to be obtained from municipal gas: profits from 
Corporatio.n gas could be used to relieve the burden of the rates. What the town, and many others like 
it got therefore, was a cheap essential service which was also capable of helping to finance other 
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aspects of local government. If gas lighting helped the policing of urban streets, it also helped to pay 
the policemen's wages. 

The provision of electricity by municipal authorities arose directly from their involvement in the 
manufacture and supply of gas. Electricity was the next technological step on from gas, at that time, 
as a source of light and power. It was natural, therefore, that to protect their position in the local 
market local authorities persuaded a compliant Parliament to allow them to extend their powers into 
this area. 

Electricity municipalization was advocated with some of the arguments used for gas. Electricity 
being capital-intensive could only be supplied on a monopoly basis. Since local authorities had 
demonstrated their competence in the matter of public service with water and gas the extension of 
their powers here was uncontroversial. By the 1890's, when local authorities had begun to make these 
moves (Huddersfield, 1893) it would appear that municipalization had begun to generate its own 
momentum. This is probably one reason why the London Fabians were so excited at the prospect for 
socialism of an ever-expanding sphere of local government enterprise. 

Tramway municipalization followed similar patterns. Outside the major cities markets were not 
sufficiently large to provide the scope for competition between private companies. Parliament, 
however, perhaps anxious at the extension of municipal enterprise, was reluctant at first to admit that 
private enterprise could not provide an adequate service. It hit on the odd suggestion that local 
authorities should provide the track and then lease its use to private operators. Huddersfield attempted 
this but failed to persuade a private operator to take on the service. As a consequence, in typical 
pioneering fashion, Huddersfield Corporation in 1882 became the first local authority empowered by 
Act of Parliament to lay its own track and operate its own tram service. Other authorities were not 
slow to follow this lead especially when the original private operators found the cost of electrification 
beyond their means. By 1900 there were 61 municipal tramways operating 5 20 miles of track and 89 
private companies operating 467 miles of track. 

By the last decade of the 19th century municipal authorities in Britain had established beyond 
doubt, their right to intervene, on behalf of their citizens, in the provision of a number of the essential 
services which made urban living more tolerable. Water, gas, electricity and tramways were the major 
elements in this picture. They had arisen from a combination of factors, some of them cultural, social 
or political, others, perhaps more important, derived from a view that services considered to be 
essential should not be subject to the profit motive or to the vagaries of the market place. The funda
mental question which the Fabians began to pose in the 1890's was, 'what do you consider to be 
essential services?' Huddersfield went beyond gas, water, trams and electricity by building council 
houses in the 1880's, running a model lodging house, acquiring local market rights, opening public 
parks, buying and running public baths, operating a coal delivery service on its tramways and, finally 
in 1920, buying out its ground landlord. But, Huddersfield Corporation was not then and never in all 
its hundred and six years of existence a socialist authority - no matter what the 'Yorkshire Factory 
Times' might say. There was, clearly, a fine dividing line which the London socialists longed to see 
crossed, between those services which might properly be considered the province of the municipalities 
and those which private enterprise could provide. Where this line should be drawn is still unclear. 
Nevertheless, what the far-from-socialist councillors of Victorian Britain's proud municipalities were 
unwittingly doing a hundred years ago, was to inject a significant element of public ownership into an 
otherwise free enterprise economy. In so doing, they established the lines of the argument which still 
rages today although now chiefly at the national level: what precisely should be the balance between 
free enterprise and public ownership in the British economy. 
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A NOTE ON LAIKIN NEETS 

Jennifer Stead 

Merry-nights, festive entertainments held in the homes of cottagers with songs, games and 
dancing, were still common in the nineteenth century in many parts of the north. In some areas they 
were a pleasant way of helping the poor and aged, as everyone who attended contributed either food 
or drink, besides bringing their music and mirth. However, the Holme Valley seems to have retained 
until the twentieth century its own special form of merry-nights, called laikin neets. Mr. George Taylor's 
account (see foregoing article on Ringing Adam Bells p 5) describes these laikin neets as enjoyed by 
his grandfather in the 1880's in Holmfirth. Held in each other's home in turn, they are called by 
Mr. Taylor 'the most popular form of communal entertainment ... in the Holme Valley'. Everyone 
present was expected to do a 'turn' - a clog dance, a song, a recitation, a performance on a musical 
instrument. Songs which are still remembered included Marsden Fair and Pratty Flowers, others now 
forgotten included I'd Nothing in my Pocket but One Penny, Mary Anne Maloney and She Stood 
behind the Parlour Door. When suitable inebriated, they would lock out the children and riqg 
Adam Bells. 

Mrs. Elsie Houghton, also of Holmfirth, told me that laikin neets were sometimes held in the attic, 
where there was more space. They performed musical items on concertina and mouth organ. 'Mi father 
could play lots of instruments, he played flute and zither at laikin neets, and piano and violin. They'd 
put his pints on t'pianner until when he played off th'end of t'pianner they went worn: ee fell off o' 
t'buffet'. 

A native of Thongsbridge told me: 
Laikin neets? Yes, mi father telled me some o' t'roughest games yer ever played at. All 
gambling games on laikin neets, they'd put their brass on owt. Trousers up, stockings down, 
hand on shoulders standing as far away as possible, then KICK on ther bare shins wi' ther 
clogs, POISIN! Some on 'em 'ad played at it that long thi 'ad nobbles on ther shins size o' 
duck-eggs. Next it'd be arms on t'table, tryin' ter force yer opponents arm onto t'candle. 
Thi used to stand it (the arm) to be burnt before t'candle were out. They sat sideways so 
there were no leverage. Clog dancin? Aye. Women could do it. Clogger Kitchen could clog 
dance, I've seen 'im dancin on t'table. Thi mesmerised hens an'all, and bet on which one ud 
fall ovver t'fust. Yer get yer bird' beak down at table-edge so it's lookin to t'middle, 
then yer tay a piece o' chalk, and start right under it nose drawin a straight line away from 
it SWISH reight fast. T'daft buggers can't stop lookin at this line, an if yer do it reight thi 
just fall ovver glassy-eyed. 

Mrs. Houghton said there were definitely two classes of laikin neet - the respectable and the not so 
respectable: 't'pubby lot 'at nivver went near t'chappil'. 

Mrs. Jagger describes the respectable kind as still going on in 1914 (History of Honley p 127) in 
her paragraph on Christmas customs: 
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... We have also merrymakings of various degrees ranging from a ball to a 'La.king' or 
'Playing Night', when 'Here comes three jolly, jolly sailor boys' is sung as the merrymakers 
march around in couples on stone-flagged cottage-floors. The lilting strain of the old ditty is 
trilled forth with youthful vigour, the only requirement for enjoyment being a pillow or 
cushion to be 'kissed on the floor'. Other merrymakings also vary in character from the 
stately dinner-party at Th'Maisters' to a humble boiling of toffee, when the dwellers in some 
'yerd' or 'f owd' join their finances for the purpo~ of purchasing treacle and butter ... The 
various games particularly associated with Christmas festivities at each of our homes such as 
'blindman 's buff', 'hunt the slipper', 'kiss on the floor', 'guessing riddles' etc., are also still 
popular amongst us. 

There is another account in The Early Reminiscences of Mrs. Jagger p 65 which associates laikin neets 
particularly with Christmas: 

'Blind-man's Buff, 'Hunt the Slipper', 'Coal Rake', 'Jolly Sailor Boys', and other games 
associated with Christmas time took place in cottages. There were quips, jests, laughter and 
kissing under the mistletoe, which often led to future courtships, or 'leeting on'. 'You never 
know what happens on 'laking night', would be the warning advice of old dames to younger 
people against too careless 'leetings on'. 

At those merry-makings, each person contributed a small sum of money to buy treacle, 
butter and sugar for the making of toffee. When cooled in a large dripping pan it was divided 
amongst those present at parting-time. 

'Here come three jolly, jolly sailor boys' is one of a number of cushion dances. In Elizabethan days 
they were danced widely, gradually diminishing to survival in places like Newfoundland and Tristan da 
Cunha (and Honley!), and they were danced like this: the company stands in a large circle, a man 
begins the dance holding a cushion and singing the song. He walks round the circle, places the cushion 
at the feet of the female of his choice, they kneel and kiss. The lady then joins him, holding the 
cushion, which she places, at the appropriate point in the song, at the feet of the male of her choice, 
they kiss, then he joins the other two, chooses a lady and so the procedure carries on until there is a 
long string of dancers. The last one left unpicked is placed on a chair in the centre of the circle and 
taunted with a song e.g. 'Silly Old Man, he's left alone' etc. 

'Laikin neet' does seem to be strictly a Holme Valley term, however, the practice of laikin neet 
had its equivalent, still going on also in 1883 in the Almond bury area, contiguous to the Holme Valley: 
'At merry meetings there is a well-known game called 'Duck under the water kit" (Easther Glossary of 
Almondbury and Huddersfield ( 1883) p 74). Mrs. Jagger (History of Hanley p 227) says 'Duck under 
water kit' was played in the fields on Whit Monday. This was more of a dance than a game; all holding 
hands, the string of dancers threads itself through the arch made by the last couple holding up their 
joined hands, so the dance moves continually, threading in and out (see Harry Speight Chronicles and 
Stories of Old Bingley ( 1899) p 277). I have not been able to find out how 'Coal Rake' was played. 

The village of Newsome, between Almond bury and the River Holme, seems to have discontinued 
its merry nights sometime in the first half of the nineteenth century. The vicar writes in the Newsome 
Parish Magazine, November 1884, about Nook, a clothier's fold: 

We are here reminded of other evenings that used to be spent there in former days 
in the shape of 'Merry Nights'. Before the present drinking customs, and the Beer
houses, etc, came into fashion - not a good exchange certainly - gatherings used 
to be held in different houses. The services of a fiddler would be obtained, and the 
people would assemble for mirth and music, and dancing where there was room. 
Newsome supplied the fiddler, in the person of 'Tom it Corner' ... Tom was 
found from time to time leading the Merry Night at the Nook. 

In Joseph Bradbury's Saddleworth Sketches ( 1871) p 17 6 there is a very amusing account of something 
like a merry-meeting at a Christening on the moors between Huddersfield and Greenfield which 
involved much drinking, singing, telling of ghost stories, and hints of 'goings-on' p 180: 

So we tapped another barrel, un geet agate agen reet merrily, th'young women un 
'o. We kept on smokin', un suppin', but we towd no moor boggart tales that neet, 
for we'd summat else to do. . .. it was about two hours after that ... Old Thrum 
nudged me and said ... 

Mrs. Houghton and Mr. Jack Barber, also of Holmfirth, both told me another term for a laikin neet 
was a 'merry leetsome'. I would be most gratified if any reader could give me more information on 
this fascinating subject. 
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STEANERS AND WEIRS 

George Redmonds 

My interest in the word Steaner was awakened by a map of Southowram for the year 1625 ( 1) 
(see Map A below). It had been drawn as a result of a dispute over lands by the River Calder and 
'steaner' was used in the text accompanying the plan. As the same word was used on other maps of 
roughly the same period and in similar circumstances, it is worth looking at the text for 1625 and 
relating it to the map. 

'Note that all the ground·by north the pricked lyne is confessed to be of the olde 
Steaner and to be p(ar)cell of Southowr(am): And all by Southe the pricked lyne is 
alledged to be won and encreassed land by force of the said River, some at one 
tyme and some att an other. 
Note that the Ashe tree is felled and was cutt downe within the memorye of man, 
and that the said River hath bene seene to run in the next gulff but one to the said 
Ashe by many men livinge. 
Note also that the said River hath made in former ages great alteration of Landes 
for that there were (sic) is two closes of Mr. Lacyes being by Southe the said River 
w(hi)ch be p(ar)cell of Sowthowr(am) and other two closes of Mr. Thornhills 
which lye by Northe the said River and be p(ar)cell of Rastricke. Which closes are 
accounted as forced from their several} Townshippes by alteracion of the said 
Ryver and dot-he (sic) lye within one halffe myle together. 

There can be no doubt that such changes of course by the rivers in this part of the old West 
Riding were commonplace. Among the holdings of John Lockwood in a rental of Almondbury for 
1611 (2), for example, were 'half an oxgang and 6 acres of land, meadow and pasture called the 
Bottoms ... of which ... a greater p(ar)te ... hath been taken away long ago by the water there and 
now lyes on the other side of the water above Lockwood bridge.' Some forty years later this same 
bridge was 'utterly caste downe and overthrowne to the ground by greate inundacion and vyolence of 
the water.' (3) The problem was obviously a recurring one in the 17th century. 
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Certainly attempts were made to prevent the rivers from changing course and destroying good 
pasture land. It will be noticed that on the map of 1625 'weares' are shown to have been in use on the 
north bank of the Calder, probably to ensure that no more Southowram land was conceded to 
Rastrick. 'Weares' or weirs were, in this case, probably wooden defence works rather than dams, and 
tenants were expected to build them and keep them in good repair to protect the valuable riverside 
pastures. 

The custom was one of long standing. In the Huddersfield court rolls in 1532 they are called 
'pilas sive wayres' ( 4) and a Dalton deed of c 1340 is explicit about their use. When John Flemmyng 
granted land to William de Bretton at Dalton Lees, one of the provisions in the lease was that the 
'lessee be allowed to assart the Leghes wherever he could make land or meadow, except the width of 
half an acre of land next the water bank' and he was 'to make one rood of wer at the bank of the 
water of Colyn (i.e. Colne) and the lessor another rood.' (5) 

There are interesting references also in Kirkheaton, a township which lay partly in the angle 
formed by the confluence of the Colne and the Calder, both of which were given to flooding. In the 
court rolls of Kirkheaton manor for 1615 ( 6), for example, one of the bye-laws stated clearly 'that the 
ocupyeres of the Longeynge by the waterside shall make a sufficient weare for the defence of the 
water of Kelder, in paine of 20 shillings.' Despite this a number of tenants incurred fines in the next 
few years. Similarly it was also ordered in 1617 'that the Ruyns of a close called Colne bottome shal 
be repaired by those who permitted the same to be ruynated.' The latter were ancient pasture lands, 
having been mentioned as early as the 12th century. 

At this point I should like to return to a consideration of 'steaner' and its precise meaning. The 
word was used frequently in minor place-names within a limited area of West Yorkshire and it has 
been discussed by Professor Smith in his 'Place-Names of the West Riding of Yorkshire'. His detailed 
views on the etymology of 'steaner', together with a summary of the place-name evidence, appear at 
the end of this article but it is fair to say that he usually interprets it as 'rocky ground in or by a river', 
or an 'exposed rocky place' in a river. 
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This probably explains how the word first came into use, but it does not fully explain its signifi
cance to our more recent ancestors. Professor Smith himself quotes examples, in 1341 and again in 
1486, where it was being used specifically for pasture land and there are similar cases to this in other 
local documents e.g. 

1494 a close of land called the Steynour, lying between the water of Keldre and a 
close called Wydkynrode (7). 
1672 a close belonging to widdow Bothomley called the Steaner (8). 

The inference is that even at this early period steaner was sometimes used to describe good land, 
rather than stony or rocky land. It is, however, worth noting that on the map of 1625 the word 
'Stonybancke' is at a point close to what may have been the river's original course. 

Moreover, in the map of 1625 and also in at least two maps by Saxton, the word steaner is used 
in such a way as to suggest that it had a more precise meaning. In the 1598 plan of the Calder at 
Horbury (9), (see Map B) steaner occurs in the title and clearly refers to the 'island' formed by the 
bow of the river. Here again 'weares' were in use by the Horbury tenants, presumably to prevent the 
Calder from following its more northerly course. 

It was also at Horbury that a steaner to the south of the bridge came under discussion in 1649 
( I 0). It was said that it 'did hinder the straight Current of the River of Calder as it had formerly runne 
in a righte lyne tl1rough the said bridge,' and it was judged necessary, 'for the preservacon of the 
bridge ... and repaire of the bancks near the same, to Cutt the said banck, sandbed or stayner thorough 
and demolish it.' In this case the meaning is absolutely clear. 

There is one further interesting development in the linguistic history of 'steaner'. The spellings 
collected by Professor Smith show clearly the variation in the vowel of the first syllable, i.e. 1490-92 
Littilstonyr or Litilstener. They also show how after cl 700 a final 'd' was not unusual ( 11). Indeed, as 
'stanard' the word appears in Wright's English Dialect Dictionary. If both these tendencies are taken 
into consideration it is not difficult to imagine how 'Stoneyard', found several times in the Colne 
Valley, came into being, e.g. 

Dalton: Stanyards Closes 1797 (Ramsden Estate Map) 
Linthwaite: Steanyard, Stone Yard 1849 (Tithe Award and Map) 
Golcar: Steanyard 1851 (Tithe Award and Map). (12) 
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The fact that these are field-names, located in bends of the river ( 13), supports the view that they 
were once 'steaners'. No doubt the less frequent use of the latter word and the increasing use of stone 
as a building material both played their part in the development. It would, in any case, be interesting 
to consider the declining fortunes of 'steaner' as the turbulence of the Pennine streams and rivers 
was reduced. Better drainage, together with the development of reservoirs and canals must all have 
played their part in this. 

In conclusion it must be said that this article is only a preliminary look at the significance of 
'steaner'. Further research into riverside field-names seems certain to produce more examples of the 
word, and more variant forms. It may be that it was used more frequently, and over a wider area than 
I have realised. Even if that is not the case, the careful documentation of all these minor place-names, 
along the Aire and Calder and their feeders, may well be of interest to more than linguists. 

The Place-Name Evidence 
Professor A. H. Smith has already accumulated a good many references to this place-name 

element in 'Place-Names of the West Riding of Yorkshire'. His views as to its meaning and distribution 
are in Vol. 2 p 151 and Vol. 7 p 282. 

In the former case he says, 'These names are probably Old English strener 'stony, rocky ground', 
in some cases influenced by Old Norse steinn 'stone' (plural steinar); it no doubt survives as Scots 
dialect stanners (from 1508, A New English Dictionary) 'small stones and gravel on the margin of a 
river, or those in the bed of a river which are occasionally exposed and dry.' 

When discussing its distribution he states that it is 'fairly well represented in Middle Calderdale 
(Agbrigg and Morley) and Skyrack; it seems sometimes to refer to exposed rocky places in rivers and 
pools.' 

To supplement the examples quoted in this article I have below summarised the place-name 
evidence, including some relevant dates and spellings, together with the volume and page references. 
This is worthwhile as most of the place-names are not indexed in Smith, and the list gives some idea of 
the period during which the element was in use and the main variations in spelling. 

Agbrigg 
Rothwell 

Horbury 

Wakefield 
Warmfield 
Methley 
Dewsbury 

Mirfield 
Stanley 
Golcar 

Morley 

2. 145. Stainer (lost) 
le Steenre, Damheued steenre 1292, Rothewell Stayuener (sic) 1461, 
Rothwellstoner 1608 

2. 151. Stennard Well 
le Litle Steaner 1600, Vpper Stennard 1709 

2. 172. Littilstonyr 1490, Litilstener 1492 (near Milnerodes) 
2. 119. pastur 'voc' Stonour 1486 
2. 131. Stenerfurth 1539, Stanerford 1592 
2. 187. Steanard 

Steuer (sic for Stener) 1364 
2. 201. Steanard Lane 
2. 163. Stainersike 1600 
2. 294. Steanor Wood 1851 

Norland 3. 57. Stener 1493 
Brighouse 3. 79. the Steynour 1494, le Stener 1523 
Todmorden 3. 186. Stanor Bottom (Lanes) 
Heckmondwike 3. 25. Steannard f 848 
Southowram 3. 96. Hogstener 1536 
Rastrick 3. 42. Stander 1809 

Skyrack 
Leeds 4. 129. Stender (lost) 

'a pasture called Steure', 'a tenement on the Steure' 1341, le Stener 1425, 
Staynardes 1612, le Stender 1612 and Damhedstener 14 25 

Otley 4. 207. Stoner 1692, Stoneherds 1848 
Osmondthorpe 4. 121. Skelton Steander 1845 
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Other places dealt with by Smith but lying outside the above area are Stainery Clough 1. 239. and 
Stainer Hall 4. 33. However, a detailed search of the field-names in Wapentakes other than Agbrigg, 
Morley and Skyrack may reveal additional examples. 
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CLUBS IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 

Although it is generally accepted that Friendly, and Building Societies had their origins in 18th 
century clubs, there seems to be very little detailed information available about them for the early 
years. A Survey of the Ramsden Estate ( 1797), in Huddersfield Library includes the names of 'William 
Shaw and Joseph Boothroyd for Outcoat Club houses', and similar entries occur in the same archives 
in a Beaumont Estate survey of 1796, but these do little more than tell us of the existence of the clubs. 

It seems, therefore, worthwhile picking up any reference to the clubs, in the hope of putting 
together some more detailed account and with this in mind we include the following indentures, sent 
by Mrs. S. Gates. Could it be club money that was being used by the officials in the following land 
transaction? 

23rd December 1768 

INDENTURE made between Ann Woolhouse of Sheffield, widow, Executrix of Joseph W] lhouse 
late of Sheffield, carpenter, deceased, of the one part, and George Dakin of Sheffield aforesaid, 
scissorsmith, and John Smith and John Gorrill of the same place, cutlers, Master and Wardens of a 
certain club or Charitable Society held at the house of George Fox known by the sign of the 'African 
Prince' in Sheffield aforesaid of the other part, of or concerning that spot or plot of ground being part 
of a certain close lying at the North end of Sheffield aforesaid called Peacroft (description) 

Registered at Wakefield 6th February 1769 

lSthJanuary 1777 
INDENTURE made between George Dakin of Sheffield, knifesmith, and John Smith and John Gorrill, 
cutlers, late ma,ster and wardens of a certain club or charitable society held at the house of George Fox 
known by the Sign of the African Prince in Sheffield aforesaid . 
. . . all that plot of land being part of a certain close lying at the North end of Sheffield aforesaid 
called Pea Croft (size given 12 x 24 yards) 
Sale witnessed by John Greaves of Sheffield, innkeeper, Thomas Waterhouse of Upperthorpe, tanner, 
and William Clarke, clerk to the said William Hoyle (the perchaser) 

THE ORIGINS OF YORKSHIRE 'ROYD' SURNAMES 

George Redmonds 

The element 'rod' is Old English in origin and means 'clearing'. It occurs very frequently in South 
Yorkshire place-names but is rare north of the River Wharfe and almost unknown outside the county, 
except where Lancashire and Derbyshire share a common boundary with Yorkshire. 

The word is not in Domesday Book but came into use shortly afterwards and is very frequent 
from the 13th century onwards. It was often combined with personal names such as 'Dobbe' and 
'Gibbe' and such place-names are characteristic of the years before 1350 when the clearance of waste 
and woodland made such great advances. 

As a Yorkshire place-name suffix 'rod' has now almost invariably become 'royd' and this is con
sistent with a normal vowel-change in the dialect. The dialect pronunciations of words such as 'coat' 
and 'coal' illustrate the same change, as do the place-names Soyland and Hoyland. This diphthong
isation was already taking place in the 14th century for the surnames Rodes and Roides exist side by 
side in the 1379 Poll Tax returns. 

It is no exaggeration to say that hundreds of small localities and field-names preserve the 'royd' 
suffix and from these there has emerged a fascinating group of local surnames many of which are 
among the best known in Yorkshire. Moreover, 'royd' surnames seem to be exclusively Yorkshire in 
character despite the fact that the suffix occurs occasionally in Lancashire and Derbyshire place-names. 
Surprisingly this highly individual group of names has never been satisfactorily dealt with in surname 
works and it is therefore the aim of this essay to offer an account of those which have survived. 
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This means the omission of many which occur in early records. Typical of these are, e.g. William 
del Hengandrode (1307) and Robert de Bentlayrode (1314) [W.C.R.] which quite possibly never 
became hereditary. Even in the Poll Tax of 1379 there were many such as Clayrod, Monkrod and 
Smartrode which seem either to have been temporary appellations or to have died out very quickly. 

It also means the omission of some, such as Ishroyd, which were not actually 'royd' names. This 
particular example was probably a corruption of Isherwood and it is useful in that it illustrates the 
way in which surnames migrating into the South Yorkshire area came under the influence of 'royd' 
as a characteristic local suffix. Ishroyd along with many others did not survive, but others of this type 
which did have added to the problems of dealing with this group of names, and are dealt with here. 

Ackroyd, Akroyd, Akeroyd, Aykroyd, Ecroyd, Eckroyd 
1379 Richard de Ekerode [W.C.R.] 
1381 John de Aykroide (Wadsworth) ( 1) 
1479 John Akerod (Heptonstall) [W.Y.R.] 
1545 William Aikrod (Wadsworth) [S.R.] 
1568 Margaret Eckroyde (Elland) [P.R.] 

The source of all these names is a locality in Wadsworth now known as Akroyd and meaning 'oak-tree 
clearing'. Akroyd is particularly common in the Calder Valley where it originated, whereas the more 
numerous Ackroyd is characteristic of the Bradford area. Although Ecroyd and Eckroyd undoubtedly 
share the same origin and can be found in Yorkshire records, they are now principally Lancashire 
surnames. 

There has, unfortunately, been confusion between this surname and Akrigg, derived from a West
morland place-name. This may have been helped by the colloquial pronunciations of both names; 
Akroyd, for example, was said to be 'locally called Akreds'. (2) Moreover, migration between Kendal 
and Halifax, well-evidenced as early as the 16th century, must have helped in the confusion. A Wake
field resident, described as Roland Aikrid of Kendal [ 1545 S.R.], illustrates the difficulty this could 
cause, but perhaps the best example occurs in the will of William Hawkrig ( 15 51) of Heptonstall. (3) 
In it he refers to his son William Haycrode and his brother Robert Haycred. As a consequence it is 
difficult to say what the family origin is of rare surnames such as Ackred, Akred, Akrid, Acrid and 
Acred. 

Boothroyd, Both(e)royd, Butroyd, Butroid 
1274 Gilbert de Bouderod (Ossett) [W.C.R.] 
1379 William Bowderode (Dewsbury) [P.T.Y.] 
1316 John de Botherode (Rastrick) [W.C.R.] 
1379 Richard Butrode (Rastrick) {P.T.Y.] 
1465 Thomas Boderode (Kirkburton parish) [W.B.] 
1484 Thomas Butroyd (Thurstonland, in Kirkburton parish) [W.B.] 
1545 James Botherod (Rastrick) [S.R.] 

Thomas Bott'rod (Thurstonland) [S.R.] 
Boothroyd is very common in Huddersfield and there are at least two minor localities close to the 
town which gave rise to surnames, one in Rastrick and the other in Dewsbury. Although it would be 
extremely difficult to separate these two names in the Middle Ages, the Rastrick family, which is well
evidenced in documents belonging to the Whitley Beaumont Collection, is largely responsible for the 
ramification in and around Huddersfield. The links between the families in Thurstonland and Rastrick, 
for example, are made very clear in land grants e.g. 1461 [W.B.] and wills, e.g. 1540 ( 4). 

Throughout Boothroyd's history there has been a tendency for the 'booth' element to vary con
siderably and this resulted at times in some curious formations and confusion with other names. One 
correspondent, tracing the family history in the Barnsley area made the following identifications: 

1732-63 Benjamin Botheroyd, Botherherd; Brotherhead (Darton) [P.R.] 
1738-52 Jonathon Bootheroyd, Butteroyd, Broadhead (Silkstone) [P.R.] 
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Buckroyd 
1297 Agnes de Buggerode (Ulley) [S.R.] 
1379 Johannes Bokerode (Ulley) [P.T.Y.] 
1681-91 John Butteroids/Bucroyd/Buckroid of Vicar Lane (Leeds) [P.R.] 
1717-19 Robert Burkroyd/Butroyd/Bukroyds (Leeds) [P.R.] 

This rare Leeds name is almost certainly a variant of the common Boothroyd. There is no evidence yet 
to link the early examples quoted above with the later names, and the Ulley family seems to have 
become extinct. However, it is just possible that Buckroyd survived through the whole period until it 
arrived in Leeds and became confused with Boothroyd (via Butroyd), but this does not seem very 
likely. In either case there are several minor place-names in Yorkshire which, on linguistic grounds, 
could be responsible either for giving rise to the surname, or influencing its development from 
Boothroyd. 

Greenroyd 
1523 Richard Grenerawde (Rochdale) (5) 
1581 James Grenerodd (Santingley) [W.Y.R.] 
1593-97 William Grenroide/Greenroode (Leeds) [P.R.] 

This rare Calder Valley name must also have a Lancashire origin. It is a variant of the more common 
Grin(d)rod. Although as a minor place-name Greenroyd occurs several times in Yorkshire there is no 
evidence for any family name derived from it. 

Holroyd( e ), Howroyd, Holyroyd, Holdroyd 
1331 William del Holrode (Sowerby) [W.C.R.] 
1379 Geoffrey de Holrode (Barkisland) [P.T.Y.] 
1484 Thomas Holleroide [W.C.R.] 
1586-93 John Holroyde/Howlroyd/Holdroid (Sowerby) [Halifax P.R.] 
1649 Michael Howroyd (Dewsbury) [P.R.] 

This is a prolific and widely distributed name originating in the Barkisland hamlet of Howroyd (i.e. 
clearing in the hollow). Curiously, Holroyd is much the commonest variant and Howroyd now tends 
to be associated with Bradford and villages to its north. Certain names such as Holdroyd, common in 
the Cleckheaton area, may have the same origin or be variants of Oldroyd. 

Learoyd( e), Leeroyd 
1324 John de Legherode (Sowerby) [W.C.R.] 
1379 Alice Leghrode (Sowerby) [P.T.Y.] 
1473 Margaret Leyrod (Halifax) (6) 
1540 John Leroyde (Halifax) [P.R.] 
1811 Hannah Leeroyd (Rothwell) [P.R.] 

The name has never become very common in Yorkshire, although it is well known in the Huddersfield 
area, where the usual pronunciation is Learoyd even in educated speech. Most of the early references 
are to a family in Sowerby, which derived its name from a field-name evidenced separately. On the 
surface the meaning poses no problems, but one point of interest is that both 'lea' and 'royd' can ref er 
to clearings. The implication is that the 'royd' was made in an area which already had the name 
Legh, but was not under cultivation. 

Murgatroyd, Murgitroyd, Morgetroyd 
1371 John de Morgaterode (Warley) (7) 
1379 John Mergretrode (Warley) [P.T.Y.] 
1478 John Murgattroyd (8) 
1545 John Murgatrod (Warley) [S.R.] 
1757 Samuel Murgatroyd/Murgittroyd (Leeds) [P.R.] 

Murgatroyd preserves a lost place-name discussed by Smith in 'The Place-Names of the West Riding'. 
The most satisfactory explanation would be that it meant simply 'Margaret's clearing', for place
names of this type were not uncommon. However, it is worth noting that most of the surnames have 
a topographic first element and that the earliest example of Murgatroyd would support a derivation 
from 'moor-gate' ( the moor road). Smith himself quotes a similar place-name. le Moregatehirst ( 1331 ). 
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There was certainly confusion between the two types of name and it does not seem to me at all certain 
that it was 'Margaret's clearing'. The place-name has now given way to Hollins. 

Oldroyd( e), Holdroyd 
1315 Adam del Olderode [W.C.R.] 
1546 Christopher Olderode (Guiseley) (9) 

It is in the Dewsbury parish registers that the complexity of Oldroyd 's early history becomes apparent. 
The surname in its present form has been well established there for roughly 400 years, but in the 16th 
century something over 40 variant spellings are recorded. These include: 

1540-56 Gilbert Olred, Oylerhiade, Wholreyde, Holred, Hollered 
1543-52 John Olred, Olerede, Hollored, Olleroyd 

If, as seems likely, the ancestor of these men was John Holroyd, taxed at Soothill in Dewsbury in 
15 24, the names would seem to be variants of Holroyd. Similar runs of variants exist in other places 
and are too numerous to list here, but a further striking example is at Bramhope near Otley, i.e. 

1524 Owlred [S.R.] 
15 39 Ollerhed ( 10) 
1545 Oldred [ S.R.] 
1609-12 Olred/Oldred [ Otley P.R.] 
1672 Aldroide, Alroyde ( 11) 

The striking thing about these names is that even in parishes which are not close geographically, 
the variant Ollerhead, or some almost identical form, is always recorded. This exists as an independent 
surname and first appears in Yorkshire in the 14th century, i.e. 1379 Robert Ollerhede (Haworth) 
[P .T. Y.] . Its origin seems likely to be the Lancashire locality Holrenhead, where Henry, the son of 
Richard Ollerhead, was living in 1317 ( 12). 

Ironically, the only safe thing one can say about Oldroyd is that it seems most unlikely to be 
derived from the place-name Oldroyd or that it is in any way connected with Adam del Olderode 
( 1315). It is more likely to be a variant of Holroyd or Ollerhead, or even both. 

Ormondroyd( e ), Ormonroyd, Ormandroyd, Ormanroyd, Omordroyd, Holmonroyd, Halmonroyd 
1354 William de Hamundrode (Bradford) ( 13) 
1379 William Hawmunrode (Horton nr. Bradford) [P.T.Y.] 
1545 Miles Hawmond (Horton) [S.R.] 
1616 MilesHawmond (Horton) [W.Y.R.] 
1626 John Almanroid (Bradford) [P.R.] 
1631 William Hawmond (Horton) [W.Y.R.] 
1641 George Armaroyd (Pudsey nr. Bradford) (14) 

Ormondroyd is the commonest of several variants of this name and belongs almost exclusively to 
Bradford. Its history is complicated in that it is well documented at the beginning and at the end, but 
very obscure over a 500-year period in the middle. 

The easiest way to explain what happened is to say that Hamundrode and Hawmunrode seemed 
to be extinct, simply because they were regularly abbreviated to Hammond or Ormond. It was the 
latter, influenced possibly by the Lancashire Ormerod, which was responsible for the present-day 
Ormondroyd - but only after the use of the suffix 'royd' reasserted itself. 

'!'here are numerous precedents locally for this type of development. Rushworth, Popplewell and 
Barraclough, to name only three, also appeared quite often as Rush, Popple and B·arrow. The difference 
is that these names were all prolific and the abbreviated forms can be seen as variants. Ormondroyd, 
on the other hand, which was always uncommon, appears very rarely in its unabbreviated form. How
ever, there is some evidence to show that branches of the family which moved into neighbouring 
parishes, sometimes took the full form with them. These probably account for the rare Leeds names 
such as Halmonroyd, where the illogical '1' is the result of a mistaken association with words such as 
'half. 

This explanation of the name Ormondroyd is not based merely on supposition, for there are 
Ormondroyds who have traced themselves back to an ancestor called Ormond. The key also lies in the 
diary of Oliver Heywood, the famous minister of Coley Chapel. He noted that in the 17th century, 
Henry Ormond was also known as Henry Ormorett, and this phonetic spelling accords very well with 
today's colloquial pronunciations of Ormondroyd. 
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Ormroyd(e), Ormeroyd, Omroyd, Armroyd, Armrod 
1346 Ellotte de Ormerode [W.C.R.] 
1468 John Ormerode (York) (15) 
1540-57 Peter Ormarode/Omroid, of Burnley [Halifax P.R.] 
1665 Grace Armroyd (Rothwell) [P.R.] 
1738 Thomas Ormroyd (Rothwell) [P.R.] 

These are variants of a Lancashire surname, Ormerod, and quite unconnected with Ormondroyd, 
which they might, however, have influenced. As soon as branches of the family migrated into York
shire the suffix underwent the diphthongisation which affected the local names. Without genealogical 
evidence it is difficult to say whether Armroyd belongs here or to Ormondroyd. 

Rhodes, Rhoades, Royds, Royd(e) 
1274 Alan del Rodes (Sowerby) [W.C.R.] 
1379 Richard de Rodes (Holmfirth) [P.T.Y.] 
1476 Robert Rodes (Darfield) [W.Y.R.] 
1559 Isabel Royde (Elland) [P.R.] 
1669 John Rhoads (Bingley) [P.R.] 
1761 William Rhodes/Rhoades(Leeds) [P.R.] 

This is a prolific Yorkshire surname, which has a number of distinct place-name origins. Although it 
was often diphthongised in records, forms such as Royds are more common outside than inside 
Yorkshire, where the usual spelling is Rhodes. It is difficult to say just why this should be so, especially 
as the localities which gave rise to the name, e.g. Roydhouse in Shelley, have preserved the dialect 
form. Of course the spelling Rhodes, identical with that of the Greek island, may well have been 
influenced by vicars anxious to demonstrate their education. 

Stainrod 
1317 John de Stevenrode (Carlton nr. Royston) [W.C.R.] 
1372 Robert de Stevenrode (Thurlstone) (16) 
1379 Robert de Stenrode (Thurlstone) [P.T.Y.] 
14 24 William Stevenroide ( Silkstone) ( 1 7) 
1548 Isabel Stenroyd (Kirkburton) [P.R.] 
1593-1619 Phillip Staynroide/Stanrod (Sheffield) [P.R.] & [W.Y.R.] 

This South Yorkshire surname has never been prolific, but its origin and early history off er several 
points of real interest. It is the only name in the group which has no connections with the Calder 
Valley and the only one which has retained the suffix 'rod'. 'fhis seems particularly strange, for through
out its history, examples with the dialectal form 'royd' have been very common. 

However, the main point of interest is its origin. Most of the later spellings suggest a common 
formation, i.e. 'the stony royd' and there are numerous minor place-names of this type, which might 
be thought to be the source; several of them actually lie close to where the family had its origins. 
Despite this, the earliest references clearly point to the origin 'Steven's Royd' and although there is as 
yet no evidence for this place-name in the area where the family is first recorded, it is a characteristic 
formati.on, and can be found in other parts of Yorkshire, e.g. Steuenrode 1320 (Rawden) (19). 

The change from 'Steven' to 'Stain' which is first evidenced in the 14th century, appears to have 
been completed before the first parish register entries, and it is possible that this has much to do with 
the family's early distribution. A medial 'V' was often omitted in colloquial speech, as it still is today, 
and this development must have been reinforced by the fact that 'stain' was a common element in 
local place-names, e.g. Staincross and Stainborough. It is noteworthy that spellings of Stevenson were 
affected in precisely the same way, e.g. 1504 William Stenson (Butterwick) [W.Y.R.] but that few of 
these have survived. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

W.C.R. 

P.T .Y. 
W.Y.R. 
S.R. 

P.R. 
W.B. 

Court Rolls of the Manor of Wakefield 127 4-1331, Yorkshire Archaeological Society, Record Series [Y .A.S.] 
Vols 29, 36, 57, 78, 109 and, post 1331, in J. H. Turner, The History ofBrighouse, Rastrick and 
Hipperholme 
Returns of the Poll Tax for the West Riding, 1379 Y.A.S. 
Index of Wills in the York Registry, 1389-1688. Y.A.S. 15 Vols 
Subsidy Roll. 1297, Y.A.S. Vol 16. Ed. W. Brown. 1524, Yorks. Arch. Journal, Vols 2 & 4. 1545, 
Thoresby Soc. V ols 9, 11 
Parish Registers 
Whitley Beaumont Collection, Huddersfield Public Library 
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LOCKWOOD'S YARD, off UPPERHEAD ROW, HUDDERSFIELD 

by Noel Spencer 1946. Drawing kindly lent by Clifford Stephenson 

.• 

The house on the right in the corner of Lockwood's Yard, (No. 4) was in 1951 haunted by a 
poltergeist. The house, owned by the Corporation, had stood empty for some time, when it was put 
back into use, as part of a programme to re-use very old property in order to ease the housing crisis. A 
young couple with a baby were the first tenants. The husband worked night shift, and to keep his wife 
company, his two sisters, aged 13 and 15, took turns in sleeping here. On several occasions they were 
disturbed by the sound ( coming from the cellar) of wood being chopped. This would be followed in 
the early hours of the morning by sounds of mangling (though all the neighbours were in bed). The 
husband gave up working at night as his wife was upset. He himself heard the noises on numerous 
occasions, and found that they stopped when he went down to look in the cellar. He was in the habit 
of playfully throwing his child in the air, which it enjoyed, then one day the baby began to respond to 
an unseen 'person' exactly as if to the father, crowing and chuckling and lifting its arms to be thrown 
in the air. Once, it gave strangled cries, its hands catching at its neck as if trying to pull something 
away. The doors, fastened with latches that needed pressure on the sneck to open them, would open 
by themselves. When the couple were in bed at night, they would hear the stairs door chain drop, 
and the sneck lift. One evening the mother was bathing the baby in front of the fire (the baby could 
only just sit up by itself); the mother turned away to grab the towel, which was warming over a chair; 
an action which took two seconds. When she turned back to pick up the baby, it wasn't in the bath, 
but sitting some feet away on the hearthrug. This was the last straw and the couple finally left, to live 
very reluctantly once more with parents. Before this family moved in, the Housing Department had 
removed from the cellar an old-fashioned mangle. Subsequent tenants, ignorant of the house's history, 
were also troubled by unaccountable noises. 
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AN INVITATION TO QUEEN VICTORIA TO VISIT THE VILLAGE OF HOLME 1847 

Hown Foaks' Invitation tut Queen 

Most gracious, lovely Sovereign Queen, 
Unequalled.in renown, · 

E all yor routes, yun nivver been 
To visit us at Hown. 

But, as yur baan ta cum so near, 
Yu mud as weel cum nar, 

An see us reight, yun nout ta fear, 
As awkurd as we are. 

We hansom oddish ways, for sure 
Un raither strange opinions, 

But ta ther Queen ther's nub'dy truer 
E all yur gret dominions. 

Yum tak no noatis what they sen, 
Ut maks us into nout, 

But cum an' have a peep, an' then 
Yul nivver rue yur route. 

Win had a meetin', an agreed -
One day ith Factory stairs -

To fit yu up wi' all yul need, 
an' pay ur equal shares. 

Sum's promised meit, an sum a bed, 
An us ut as nu brass 

Ul shape ta mak some point astead, 
An author pay ur pass. 

For sure ur meeans are but small, 
But wen we want a brust, 

Ther isn't wun emang us all 
But what can get sum trust. 

Yun nout to do but mak it nawn 
Whot toime yo mean ta start, 

An' we'll cum fetch yo into Hown 
Wi' Hadfields horse an cart. 

Joss Kaye an' me u1 hug yer flag, 
an' umberella too, 

Joe Cluff ul tay yor carpet bag, 
An' tell yo wat to do. 

An' Jesse Pinchem ul be there 
To see ut all goas reyt; 

An' act as Joe's interpreter, 
An' keep things middlin streyt. 

For Jesse can say yes or no, 
Or onything uts grand, 

Just as polite as oather yo 
Ur onny lord ith land. 

He doesn't deal his words e rhymes, 
But then the're alwis reyt, 

Unless they may be chance sometimes 
Be raither short uv weyt. 
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But, be as 'twill he tokes away, 
An' all his words are greased, 

An' then, chuse what he has to say, 
Foak cannot but be pleased. 

Well, neyah, we shall not mak mich fuss, 
But put yo noicely deyan 

Ut Maister Cobbler Woodhuse's -
Its loikeliest heas ith tean. 

An' then at t'Fleece ol ha ta dine, 
An' tell yor speechin' tale: 

1'hey varry loikly han no wine, 
But they'n sum rare gooid ale. 

T'Fleece is a varry handy inn, 
They 'II fit yor order sooin, 

An' if its broth, or out uts thin, 
Y ol get a long-steyl 'd spooin. 

An' the've an oud Mulatto cook, 
Ut can booath nurse and sing, -

He sits ith kitchen chimley nook, 
An' orders ivverything. 

Y ol nawther need to stop not starve 
For t'want uv eyth stuff, 

For Jesse ul engage to carve, 
An' see ut yun enuff. 

He'll ha no drink - it maks him sick, 
But yul see he'll cut a wedge 

Uv gooid rost beef for yo, as thick 
As anny temperance pledge. 

An' Bob ul fit yo up wi ale, 
An' see ut yun yur reyts, 

An' tell yo nea an' then a tale 
As gooid as th' Arabian Neets. 

Well, then, we all march dean to Schooil, 
An' drink ut Fred~s bith way; 

An' yul declare ut Seth's nua fooil 
When once yun yerd hirri play. 

An' yo mun let him cuss yer 'and -
Wi other gents e common: 

Ther's nout ul mak him play sa grand 
As getting near a wumman. 

Thru January up ta June -
Nooa matter when nor whear, 

His organ's sure to be e tune 
If ther's a wumman near. 

E music yo can have yur choice, 
Just as yo feel inclin'd, -

Organ, band, or human voice, 
Or all, if yun a-mind. 



Un we'n a parson un ur own, 
Ut preyches Church an' State, 

Sooa yo can yer him preych, yo no, 
If yun a mind to wait. 

An' whol yer majesty is here, 
'Twod give us gret delight, 

To 'ave poor Cobbler Woodhouse near 
An' see him made a Knight. 

An' then yul yer thro yar brass band, 
An' Bob wit duble drum, 

Sich tunes as yo ne'er yerd for grand, 
E all yur kin'dum cum. 

The day ul then be gettin on, 
An' neet fast drawing near, 

An' Doctor Muck ul fire his gun 
To bring yo safe thro here. 

Yar next performance than ul be 
For all ta gether raand, 

An' sheeat 'Long live yor Majesty!' 
An' shake the varry greeand. 

An' joys an' 'opes, an' smiles an' tears, 
Shall joint to swell the scene, 

An' give yo nine-an'-twenty cheers, 
An' sing 'God save the Queen!' 

We shall then all depart in peace. 
An' see yo off uth rails, 

An' we shall spend ur neet at Fleece, 
E songs weel wesh't wi ale. 

An' nea, expectin yo to cum, 
I mean ta drop my 'ritin; 

Be sure an mak yersen at whom, 
An' need na moor invitin. 

Given to Joseph Barber ('Jack Barber') of Prickleden Holmfirth by old Haigh Howard from Holme. 
Mr. Barber didn't know where Haigh Howard got it from. The latter had an old book of pedigrees of 
Holme folk. He told Mr. Barber they were related. Mr. B. said Oh we're an old Holme family then? 
Mr. Howard said 'Yar nooan - yer comers in - yer came fra Saddleworth in t' sixteen forties!' 

These verses are said to have been written in 1847 (Queen Victoria visited Leeds September 1858 to 
inaugurate the new Town Hall). I feel this later date is more likely since there were no 'rails' in the 
Holme Valley in 184 7. Holmfirth line opened 1850 though. Huddersfield Station stone-laying 1846 
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HUDDERSFIELD EXAMINER SATURDAY 25 MAY 1878 
It may not be uninteresting to the present generation to learn a little of what Huddersfield was 

upwards of seventy years ago. It was then but a village compared with what it is now. Great and 
wonderful has been-its development within the allotted span of life; so great indeed that young 
Huddersfield will scarcely credit what I am about to narrate. I who write this am a native of the town, 
but I have no pretensions to be considered a chronicler or historian. I shall merely relate a few things 
that came under my own obsetvation when I was a boy ..... 
. . . . . The inhabitants of Huddersfield were then badly supplied with ·water of very inferior quality. 
Godfrey Berry, a leading man in the town, proposed a scheme whereby a larger supply of water 1night 
be obtained. His project was as follows: - a larger resetvoir was to be constructed in the Old Market 
Place, into which the Bradley Spout water was to be brought. Then there were four pumps, one at 
each corner of the Market Place, from which the people might fetch water. Well, Godfrey and his 
colleagues set to work with a right good will at the new water-works. A large hole was dug, which might 
be, I dare say, thirty yards by seven. This they built round and arched over, and when all was ready 
they made the astounding discovery that water would not run up-hill. The project was therefore 
dropped. A considerable amount of public money had been spent and nothing accomplished. The large 
vault, however, is there still, and when Huddersfield becomes a bonding town it may come in useful. 

'Native' 

Excavations in Huddersfield Market Place 1906 reveal the town's 'first reservoir'. 
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